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SUMMARY 

This thesis deals with the stability of the working medium of a seeded 
noble gas magnetohydrodynamic generator. The aim of the study is to 
determine the instability mechanism which is most likely to occur in 
experimental MHD generators and to describe its behaviour with linear 
and nonlinear theories. 

In chapter I a general introduetion is given. The pertinent macroscopie 
basic equations are derived in chapter II, viz. the continu1ty, the 
momenturn and the energy equation for the electrans and the heavy gas 
particles, consisting of the seed particles and the noble gas atoms. 

Chapter III deals with the linear plane wave analysis of small distur
bances of a homogeneaus steady state. The electrothermal instability 
appears to be the most likely one to affect the performance of noble 
gas MHD generators. Three relevant approximations are used to discuss 
its properties. It turns out that in the experimentally interesting 
wave length range a good approximation is found by only perturbing the 
electron conservation equations and the field equations. The properties 
in this wave length range are wave length independent and equal to 
those obtained with this approximation in the long wave length limit. 

The steady state is discussed in chapter IV. The values for the steady 
state parameters used for the calculations both for the linear analysis 
as for the nonlinear analysis are made plausible with the experimental 
va lues. 

Based on the results of the linear plane wave theory a nonlinear plane 
wave model of the electrothermal instability is introduced in chapter 
V. The problem is described by a system of two ordinary differential 
equations. With the global phase portrait methad the correspondence 
between the linear and nonlinear theory is shown. Also neutrally 
stable situations are discussed. 
By integrating the ordinary differential equations the nonlinear growth 

of disturbances and their saturation are determined. The differences with 
the linear plane wave theory are discussen. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift behandelt de stabiliteit van het werkzame medium van 
een inzaai edelgas MHD generator. Doelstelling van de studie is het 
instabiliteitsmechanisme te bepalen dat hoogstwaarschijnlijk in expe
rimentele MHD generatoren optreedt en het gedrag ervan te beschrijven 
met lineaire en niet-lineaire theorieën. 

In hoofdstuk I wordt een algemene inleiding gegeven. De van belang 
zijnde macroscopische basisvergelijkingen worden in hoofdstuk II afge
leid, te weten de continuiteits-, de impuls- en de energievergelijking 
voor de elektronen en de zware gas deeltjes die bestaan uit inzaai
atomen en -ionen en edelgas atomen. 

Hoofdstuk lil behandelt de lineaire vlakke golf analyse van kleine 
verstoringen van de homogene stationaire toestand. Het blijkt dat 
hoogstwaarschijnlijk de electrathermische instabiliteit de werking 
van edelgas MHD generatoren sterk beïnvloedt. Er worden drie relevante 
benaderingen gebruikt om de eigenschappen ervan te bespreken. Het 
blijkt dat in een bepaald golflengtegebied dat experimenteel van be
lang is een goede benadering wordt gevonden door enkel de elektronen 
behoudsvergelijkingen en de veldvergelijkingen te verstoren. De ei
genschappen in dit golflengtegebied zijn vrijwel onafhankelijk van 
de golflengte en wel dezelfde als de eigenschappen die met deze be
nadering verkregen worden in de limiet van een lange golflengte. 

De stationaire toestand wordt in hoofdstuk IV besproken. De parameter
waarden van de stationaire toestand die gebruikt zijn in berekeningen 
voor zowel de lineaire als de niet-lineaire analyse, worden aanneme
lijk gemaakt met behulp van experimentele gegevens. 

In hoofdstuk V wordt een niet-lineair vlakke golfmodel van de electre
thermische instabiliteit ingevoerd, dat gebaseerd is op de resultaten 
van de lineaire vlakke golftheorie. Het probleem wordt beschreven door 
een stelsel van twee gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen. De overeen
komst tussen de lineaire en de niet-lineaire theorie wordt met behulp 
van de globale faseportretmethode gedemonstreerd. Ook de neutraal 
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stabiele situatie wordt besproken. 
Door integratie van de gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen wordt de 
niet-lineaire aangroei van verstoringen en de verzadiging ervan be
paald. De verschillen met de lineaire vlakke golftheorie worden be
sproken. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

From the second law of thermodynamics it is known that the maximum 
efficiency of a system for the conversion of heat into mechanica] 
energy is determined by the ratio of the highest temperature and the 
lowest temperature involved in the conversion process. The efficiency 
increases with this ratio and at given lowest temperature it increases 

with the highest temperature. The conversion process of mechanica] 

energy into electrical energy is nearly ideal. Therefore the heat cycle 
determines the efficiency of electrical power plants. In present days 

actvaneed steam power plant efficiencies up to 38% are achieved, where
as the ideal thermadynamie efficiency at the temperatures employed is 
about 62%. It appears to be difficult to imprave the performance of 
a steam cyclus much. 

The critical point in general in the energy conversion processes is 

the combination of heat and mechanical laad of the conversion system, 
which limits the maximum temperatures involved. To avoid the mechani
ca] limitations it seems promising to convert directly heat into elec
tri city. 
A device with which energy can be converted directly into electricity 
is the magnetohydrodynamic MHD - generator. The MHD generator is 
based on the principle of magnetic induction. If a gas flows through 
a magnetic field the Lorenz force will act on the charged particles 
and an electric field will be built up. In an MHD generator the heated 
gas is accelerated in a nozzle up to veloeities of about a thousand 
msec- 1. Electrades have been placed in the generator to collect the 
generated current. The thermal energy of the gas leaving the MHD gene
rator is sufficient for a conventional cycle. 

If the working medium in the MHD generator is a cambustion gas the 
system is of the open cycle type. To obtain a sufficient electrical 
conductivity the cambustion gas must be seeded with an alkali metal and 
its temperature must be about 2700 K. These high temperatures and 
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Chapter I 

the corrosive character of the seeded cambustion products cause severe 
material problems in the development of these type of MHD systems. 
Nevertheless in the USSR it is planned to have a commercial demonstra-
tion plant in operatien in the middle of the eighties. 

Another concept for direct conversion of heat is the closed cycle 

type MHD system. In this system a seeded noble gas is used as a working 
medium. In such a generator the electrens have not the same tempera
ture as the noble gas atoms because they are heated by the Joule dissi
pation. This causes a considerable increase of the electrical conduc
tivity. In a closed cycle system two heat exchangers are needed: a 
high temperature exchanger to heat the noble gas and a low temperature 
heat exchanger downstream of the MHD generator duet to convert heat 
of the noble gas to the medium of the conventional cycle. At first one 
thought of an ultra high temperature nuclear reactor as a heat souree 
for this system. But in the early seventies it turned out that the 
temperature and the pressure needed fora well working MHD generator 
system will not be attainable in the near future with this heat source. 
Then the effort in the research on this type has drastically decreased, 
especially in Western Europe. But in some places in the world research 
is still going on. There it is to be expected that the development 
of the heat exchangers will also made other heat sourees suitable for 
this system. At the Eindhoven University of Technology the research 
on the noble gas MHD generators has even increased. 

With the decreasing general interest in the expertmental research also 
the effort in the theoretical research has become less. Up to the 
early seventies the study of the instabilities in the working medium 
of a noble gas MHD generator has been the aim of much theoretical work. 
It became clear from experiments with high magnetic fields and high 
currents that large fluctuations occur in the generator plasma. Then 
it became clear that theoretical work has to be done concerning the 
development of the fluctuations and their saturation conditions. 
In this thesis some aspects of the linearand nonlinear instability 
analysis of a noble gas MHD generator is described. 
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Chapter 11 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

1. INTRODUeTION 

The werking medium of a noble gas MHD generator consists of a noble gas 
seeded with a small amount of vapour of an alkali metal. Because the 
medium is partially ionized and thus electrically conducting it can be 
considered as a plasma. This partially ionized, callision dominated 
plasma can be described with conservation equations derived from a kine
tic-theory formulation. 1•2 In principle one has to solve the Boltzmann 
equation for each species to find the species distribution function. The 
first few velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation for each species 
give the equations which relates the macroscopie variables to each other. 
These variables are found by taking the velocity moments of the species 
distribution function. The Maxwell equations have to be solved sirnul 
taneously in order to find the electric and magnetic field configuration. 

It is assumed that the temperature is low enough to take only the ioni 
zation of the seed into account. Then the constituents of the plasma are 
the electrons, the seed ions, the seed atoms and the noble gas atoms. 
Under low seed ratio conditions the seed can be fully ionized and in that 
case the partial ionization of the noble gas becomes important. In these 
noble gas MHD generators with fully ionized seed also the noble gas ions 
play an important role. 3•4 

The species conservation equations viz. the continuity, the momenturn 
and the energy equation for each species are found by taking the first 
three moments of the Boltzmann equation. For that purpose the species 
distribution function is expanded and it is assumed that the lowest 
order is r4axwell ian. 
Because of the large difference in mass between the electrans and the 
other particles the electron temperature T will in general depart e 
nificantly from the temperature of the other constituents. The assump-
tion of a Maxwellian distribution function for the electrans requires 5 
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Chapter II 

where v is the average electron-electron momenturn transfer callision ee 
frequency 

v
8

h is the average momenturn transfer callision frequency of an 
electron with the heavy partiele species h 

m is the mass of an electron 
e 

and mh is the mass of an h-species heavy particle. 

Typically at electron number densities above about 1o19m-3 this condition 

holds in the kind of plasmas considered. An additional requirement 
will be given in section 4. The efficiency of exchanging kinetic 
energy in mutual elastic collisions between the other particles is 
responsible for the fact that ions and neutrals have the same temperature. 
The heavy particles of this two temperature plasma are assumed to have 
the same average velocity because of their efficient momenturn exchange. 
Connected with this is the assumption of no ion slip. 1 This implies that 
the electrical current in the plasma is mainly caused by motion of the 
electrans under the influence of electric and magnetic fields. 
By the above mentioned assumptions a two fluid model is accepted con
sisting of an electron gas and a heavy gas composed of seed ions, seed 
atoms and noble gas atoms. Because of the low temperatures involved 
only single ionization of the alkali atom is assumed. Another assumption 
is the quasi neutrality condition which says that the electron and the 
ion number densities are nearby equal. 

In the following sections the equations governing the relatively low 
frequency behaviour of a noble gas t4HD generator working medium are 
presented. The data mentioned there are according to the characteristic 
conditions in the experimental MHD generators which are used in the 
Group Direct Energy Conversion of the Eindhoven University of Technolo
gy.6•7•8 For this reason a generator medium of cesium seeded argon gas 

is assumed. The used subscripts and superscripts 'n', 'a', 'i', 'e' 
and 'g' refer to noble gas, alkali metal, ion, electron and heavy gas 
respectively. 

Throughout this thesis the rationalized MKS system is used for equations 
written in symbols. Temperature is given in degrees Kelvin. Although 
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SECTION 2 

the energy of the state of an atom will be expressed conventially in 

units of electron volts (eV) its value in expressions is in Joules. 

2. CONTINUITY EQUATIONS 

The zeroth moment of the Boltzmann equation for each species gives the. 

species continuity equations 

a V•n 0 (2.1.a) 8tnn + u n-n 

a V·n -k (Sn n2n.) {2 .1. b) TI na + u n - -n. a-a r e a e I I 

a (Sn n2n.) 
. 

(2.1.c) Tin i + V•n.u. k n - n. 
1-1 r e a e I I 

a V•n k (Sn n2n.) (2.1.d) 8tne + u n - n e-e r e a e I e 

It is assumed that the dominant ionization process is governed by two

body ionization and that three-body recombination governs the recombi
nation process 

+ e + a~e + e + a 

where e is a free electron 

a is an alkali metal atom 

and + is alkali metal ion. a an 

Hallweg has shown that these two nonelastic collisional processes domi

nateat electron temperatures T
8 

greater than 1500 K. 9 The recombination 
rate coefficient k is taken according to Takeshita and Grossman 10 

r 
1 .337e 
~ 

k • 2.58x1o-39e B 8 
r 

where k8 is Boltzmann's constant 
and e is the electron charge. 
The ionization rate coefficient is the product of the recombination rate 

coefficient and the equilibrium constant s. This so-called Saha constant 
reads 
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s 
Z. 2nm k

8
T 3 Ei 

2_!_( e e)2 e-kT 
Z 2 B e 

h 

where h is Planck's constant 
Ei is the ionization energy of the alkali atom 
z. is the partition function for the alkali ion 

I 

and z is the partition function for the alkali atom. 
By introducing the electron temperature in the Saha constant it is 
assumed that the bound electrans and the free electrans are in therma
dynamie equilibrium. At electron number densities below 1o 19m-3 this 
assumption becomes questionable. 11 

At electron temperatures below 20000 K the cesium ion partition function 
can be well approximated by the degeneracy of the ground level. 
The partition function of the cesium atom can be approximated by1•12 

and 

z 2 for T ~ 2000 K 
e 

z 
Te 

0.021875C 1000 - 2) 3 
+ 2 for 2000 K < Te < 6500 K. 

Taking into account that the masses of the ions and the alkali atoms 
are almast equal one obtains the heavy gas continuity equation by adding 
the equations for the heavy particles after multiplication of the spe
cies continuity equations with the species mass 

where Q_ = ~ + u ·V ot at - 9 

0 

p
9 

n m + n m + n.m. is the heavy gas mass density 
n n a a 1 1 

and u u u u. -g -n -a -1 
is the heavy gas velocity. 

(2.2) 

With the quasi-neutrality and the no ion slip condition the electron 
continuity equation (2.l.d) can be rewritten as follows 

+ n 'ï/•u 
e -g k (Sn n 

r e a (2.3) 

Use has been made of the fact that the current density is divergenceless 
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and which will be explained at the end of this chapter. 

Although the equations (2.2} and (2.3} are the two continuity equations 
for the two fluids still equation (2.l.b) is needed to solve n in a 
equation (2.3}. Contrary to the work of Hougen and Coakley the assump-
tion of low degree of ionization of the seed will not be made, so that, 
equation (2.2) can not be used for the determination of the alkali atom 
mass density by changing the subscript 'g' into 1a'. 13 , 14 

3. r~Ot4ENTUM EQUA TI ONS 

The first moment of the Boltzmann equation for each species gives the 
species momenturn equations 

+ Mn 
-a, i ,e 

(E+u xB) + M8 
• - -e -n,a, 1 

where p
5 

is the partial pressure of the species s fluid 
is the species mass density 

E is the electric field in the laboratory frame 
B is the magnetic induction 

(2.4.a) 

(2.4.b) 

(2.4.c) 

(2.4.d) 

and M
5 represents the interaction of the s species fluid with the 

other species fluids caused by collisions between particles of 
species s with the other particles. 

The viscosity and the gravity have been neglected. 

Actding the four equations (2.4), using the continuity equation (2.2) 
and neglecting the electron inertial terms and the electron pressure 
gradient one finds the heavy gas momenturn equation 

-vp + 
g (2.5) 
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where J 

and p 
g 

en <u - u l is the current density e -g -e 

Pn + Pa + pi is the heavy gas pressure. 

The interaction terms cancel. The electron pressure gradient term can 
be neglected because the electron number density is small compared to 
that of the heavy particles. The neglection of the electron inertial 
terms will be made plausible in the following discussion on the electron 
momenturn equation. 

To obtain the electron momenturn equation it is necessary to evaluate 
the interaction term. In principle a kinetic-theory approach is needed 
but this is beyond the scope of this work. 
It is assumed that the average elastic electron-heavy partiele momenturn 
transfer collision frequency is much greater than the average nonelastic 
momenturn transfer collision frequency. Then only elastic collisions are 
important for the interaction term in the electron momenturn equation. 
In this work the meanfree-path concept or equivalently the concept of 
the average collision frequency will be used. With these assumptions the 
interaction term reads 1 

Me . = n m v (u -
-n,a,l e e eg -g 

where ~eg ; Ev 
h eh 

and veh is the average momenturn transfer collision frequency between 
an electron and the h-type heavy particles. 

Because of the small electron mass the reduced mass nearly equals the 
electron mass. For the same reason the inertial terms in (2.4.d) can 
be neglected when relatively low frequency phenomena are considered. 
With these assumptions one easily arrives at 

where cr = 

1 
cr~' + en (Vpe -

n e 
2 e 

e . 
---_--- 1s the scalar electrical conductivity 
m v e eg 

and E' = E + u xB. - -g -
Equation (2.6) is the generalized Ohm's law. 
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The average momenturn transfer collision frequency between an electron 
and the h-type heavy particles can be written as follows 

wher·e n "eh 

and 

n 

is the average momenturn transfer cross section 

2 is the mean speed for the electrons. 

Because of the small electron mass the mean electron speed is used 
in stead of the mean relative electron speed. 

(2.7) 

Contrary to the work of Hougen and Coakley no constant noble gas cross 
section will be used. 13 •14 Most noble gas cross sections show a 
Ramsauer minimum. Based upon the work of Golden, and Frost and Phelps 
this cross section for argon is given by f·1itchner and Kruger. 15 •16 •1 

In this work the quadratic approximation 

will be used. This approximation holds in the region 1000 K < < 6000 K. 
Only at high seed ratio's theelastic electron-alkali atom collisions 
become important. For collisions with cesium Nigham and Postma give this 
cross section. 17 They have fitted a curve to different experimental 
values. A good approximation of this curve is 

(5.4e . x1 -1250) + 1.85Jx10-18m-2 

It holds in the region 1250 K < T < sooo K. e 
The electron-ion average momenturn transfer collision frequency can also 
be written in the form of the product of a cross section, a mean electron 
velocity and the ion number density. 
This 'effective' energy-averaged cross section may be written as 

(2.8) 

where is the permittivity of the free space 

3 

and A ,. \---"-,"..:..) 
2 
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In equation (2.8) a correction is included to account for a low number 
of electrons in the Debye sphere. In this work plasmas will be considered 
with about 10 electrons in a Debye sphere. In that case the Coulomb lo
garithm is not much greater than unity and Spitzer's formula has to be 
corrected for the case with the weaker condition A>> 1.

18 

4. ENERGY EQUATIONS 

The second moment of the Boltzmann equation for the species s gives the 
species energy equation 

where 

and 

+v•(peu + 1 
s s-s 

u -s (2.9) 

k T 
-

1
- ~ is the average kinetic molecular energy per unit 

ys-1 ms 
mass of species s 
is the s species heat conduction 
is the charge of the s species partiele 

is the interaction term due to collisions of the 
s species particles with all the other particles 
is the ratio of specific heats for the s species 
gas. 

The viscosity effects have been neglected as mentioned before. 

In order to obtain an equation without kinetic energy of motion one 
adds to equation (2.9) 1 2 times the s species continuity equation 
(2.1) and substracts times the s species momenturn equation (2.4) 

p e l + v•( 
a a 

- Mn • ·u 
,i,e -a,1,e -n 

l + p ll•u + v•g 
a -a a 

1 ') 
- -u'-m n. - M~ 

i,e,n 2aa 1 -1,e,n 

(2.10.a) 

(2.10.b) 
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a 
at( P ie i ) + \1• ( P ie i!:! i ) + P i V·!:! i 

e i 1 2 • i 
+-u m n - M •u. 

e, n , a 2 i i i -e, n , a - 1 {2.10.c) 

Ce . + 
n, a, 1 

- Me • 
-n, a, 1 (2.10.d) 

By actding the first three equations (2.10) and using the continuity 

equation (2.2} one obtains 

+ 
2 

(T-T )2:-
e g h Mh 

(2.11) 

where e
9 

= ~ m so that the heavy gas is cons~dered to be calorie 
9 and thermally ideal with Y = 3. 

In equation (2.11) the heat conduction has been neglected and this 
implies that heavy gas phenomena accuring with characteristic lengths 

shorter than about 1 m cannot bedescribed with this equation. 13 

The right hand side of equation (2.11) arises from the identity 

and will be discussed later on in this section. 

With the use of the momenturn equation (2.6) equation (2.10.d} can be 

written as follows 

) + 
e 

D 
'e ; -)J 
n e 

J•E'-lnmk ( 
2 e e 8 

. 
n ;::. 
e 1 

R (2.12) 

where it has been assumed that the electron gas is a perfect gas. 
The electron heat conduction is given by 
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is the Hall tensor 

and eB 13 =-- is the electron Hall parameter. -m v 
e eg 

The Hall tensor takes this form in a coordinate frame in which the 
magnetic field points in the z-direction. This tensor results from the 
Righi-Leduc effect which expresses the fact that the heat does not flow 
totally parallel to the temoerature gradient. By using the Hall tensor 
Ohm's law can be written in a simple form. Then it becomes clear that 
the Righi-leduc effect is analogous to the Hall effect. 13 

The electron thermal conductivity Àe is based upon a mean-free-path 
approach and accounts for electron-heavy particles collisions as well 
as electron-electron collisions. The numerical factor of 15 reflects in 
part the correlation between the speed of an electron and the amount 
of translational energy transported. 1 

Hougen accounts unjustly for electron-electron collisions only. 13 In 
the plasmas on hand the number of electron-heavy partiele collisions is 
mostly large~". 

The collisional loss term Ce .consists of three contributions. The n,a, 1 

first contribution arises from elastic collisions due to the difference 
in electron temperature and the heavy partiele temperature. The second 
contribution represents the 'frictional' heating of the electrans due to 
the differences in velocity of the electron gas and the heavy partiele 
gas. The nonelastic collisions are responsible for the third contribu
tion. 
The thermal elastic collisional loss can be written as1 

3 2veh 
--n m k (T -T JE--

2 e e B e g h mh 

The 'frictional' heating term can be written as2 
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Because of the nonelastic collisions an additional condition has to be 

fulfilled in order that the electron distribution function is Maxwelli
an5 

where is the nonelastic cellision frequency. 
If this condition is satisfied the contribution of the nonelastic colli 
sional term in the electron momenturn equation is negligible but for the 
continuity and the energy equation it is not. There the terms invalving 

integrates identically to zero whereas in the derivation of the 

momenturn equation the first order anisotropic part of the electron dis
tribution function makes it possible to campare with the electron-ion 
coll isions. 5 

By simple argumentations the nonelastic contribution to . 1 
lS 

-R 

where R is the radiation loss. 
The already mentioned assumption that the bound electrans and the free 
electrans only communicate energetically with each other implies that 
this nonelastic collisional loss appears only in the electron equation. 
The radiation loss term is very complicated and involves the geometry 
of the plasma. 19 

If the plasma is homogeneaus and the dimensions are large compared to 
the optical depth the radiation loss can be neglected. In the next 
chapter an expression for the radiation loss will be defined. 

Because of the small electron mass the term~ 
L 

• can be neglected. 
Now equation (2.12) can be rewritten 

D 
Ei)} 

5 
Dt { + + + c )n V• T J) = e I e e-

J V• ~n r1 kil ( -T l - R (2.13) e e L 9 h mh 
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5. FIELD EQUATIONS 

As a basis for .a classical description of the electromagnetic phenomena 
Maxwell's set of equations will be used. It has already been mentioned 
that the quasi-neutrality condition has been accepted. In the derivation 
of the electron continuity equation it has been used that the current 
density is divergenceless. This is correct if the displacement current 
density can be neglected, which holds in the case of frequencies much 
lower than the plasma frequency. 
Then the field equations are 

VxE 
as 

-at 

VxB = 1.1 J - o-

( 2.14) 

(2.15) 

If ê satisfies at some initial time the condition V·B o then it will 
satisfy this condition for all time. The divergence of the electric 
field can be used to calculate the charge density. 2 From equation (2.14) 
it is clear that the usual assumption of neglectibly small magnetic 
Reynold's number has notbeen made. 13 

This completes the presentation of the basic equations. The partially 
ionized callision dominated plasma of a seeded noble gas MHD generator 
has been described as a two temperature plasma consisting of an electron 
gas fluid and a heavy gas fluid each of them being described by a con
tinuity, a momenturn and an energy equation. This system of equations 
has been closed by two electromagnetic equations. 
In the next chapter a linear plane wave theory will be used to study 
the stability of the solutions of the system of equations. 
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Chapter 111 

LINEAR PLANE WAVE ANALYS IS 

1 . I NTRODUCT I ON 

In this work attention will be paid to phenomena, which occur in the 
so-called bulk of the noble gas MHD generator. In future larger scale 
MHD generators the influence of the wall regions on the generator per

formance will be smaller than in the present experimental generators. 
The relatively larger scale experiments show that the bulk of the gene
rator behaves differently from the regions near the electrode walls. 1 

It is likely that in these electrode wall regions phenomena occur which 
have a gasdynamic as well as an electrical nature. These phenomena 
cause loss mechanisms and their influence on the generator performance 
is amongst others expressed in the so-called voltage drop. 2 

In this chapter it is assumed that there exists a homogeneaus steady 
state plasma in the bulk and that the electrode wall regions take care 
of a smooth transition from the homogeneaus bulk to the strongly in
homogeneous regions near the electrodes. The relevant part of the ge
nerator model is shown in figure 3.1. lt shows a part of the longitu

dinal section of a rectangular channel of a linear Faraday type gene
rator with segmented electrades perpendicular to the imposed magnetic 
field. 

In plasmas the tensor component of the transportcoefficients corres
ponding to the direction of the magnetic induction is not influenced 
by the magnetic induction. However the two components corresponding 
to the directions perpendicular to the magnetic induction are smaller 
than the component corresponding to the direction of the magnetic in
duction.3 In chapter II the Hall and the Righi-Leduc effect have been 
mentioned. These two effects are the above mentioned influences on the 
electrical and the electron heat conductivity. This leads to the assump
tion that the plasma properties only in the direction of the magnetic 

induction are constant. 
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WALL REGION 

B 

0 
z 

BULK 

UALL REGION 

Figure 3.1 Noble gas f~HD generator model with the coordinate system 

tor plane wave analysls. 

In order to discuss the linear stability of the bulk plasma the basic 
equations are subjected to a small perturbation around the uniform 
steady state. The perturbed variable x is expressed as fellows 

where 'o' denotes the steady state value 
and ' 1' the small perturbation to this variable. 
The asteriks denotes the dimensionless perturbation. For reasons' 
of simplicity the subscript 'o' will be omitted. 

(3.1) 

The steady state of the plasma is described by the zeroth order equa
tions which result from expansion of the variables according to equa
tion (3.1) in the governing equations of chapter II. The assumption of 
a homogeneaus steady state implies that all the terms with time and 
spatial derivatives in these equations are of first order or higher. 
The zeroth order equations which result from the electron equations 

(2.3), (2.6) and (2.13) are 

(3.2) 
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aCE' - --1-- J x Bl 
en 

e 

where na+i ~ na + ni is the total alkali metal number density. 
Equation (3.2) describes the Saha equilibrium. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Ohm's law (3.3) can be simply rewritten into its two relevant compo
nents. The energy equation (3.4) shows that the Joule heat is trans

ferred from the electrens to the heavy particles. As remarked in chap

ter II the radiation transfer term is assumed to be zero in the steady 
state since on this scale each part of the plasma is absorbing as much 
asitemits. 

From equation (2.5) it can be seen that a nonzero current density 1 
can exists in the dered homogeneaus steady state if the so called 
interaction length is large compared to all considered distances of 

the bulk. To allow for an electron temperature T in the steady 
e 

state the same condition need to be fulfilled by an 'enthalpy extrac-

tion' length as can beseen from equation (2.11). 
The assumption of a uniform steady state magnetic induction which will 
be made implies that the 'induction length' ~J is large compared to 

)J 

all considered distances of the bulk as can bé seen from equation 
(2.15). The scale lengthof the perturbations is assumed to be small 
compared to the dimensions of the bulk. Furthermore it will be assumed 

that the perturbations are homogeneaus in the direction of the magnetic 

induction although the newest experimental data indicate that the ob
served structures in the bulk are more complex than the mostly assumed 

two-dimensional flat layer structures with uniform properties in the 
direction of the magnetic induction. 4•5 

The perturbation of the governing equations of chapter II will be 
described in the next section. From now on the character of the per
turbations will be restricted to plane waves of the form 

x 1 X- ik. r - i wt 
'1 e - - (3.5) 

where X. is the complex coefficient of the plane wave under conside
ration 
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is the imaginary unit 
k is the wave number propagation vector 
c is a position vector 

and w is the complex angular frequency of the wave in the laboratory 
frame. 

For reasons of simplicity the phasorbar ,-, will be omitted. 

In figure 3.1 the coordinate system of the plane wave analysis has been 
given. Only the z-direction of the plane wave coordinate system is re
lated to the geometry of the generator. As already mentioned in chap
ter II the magnetic induction points in the z-direction. Therefore in 
this two-dimensional stability analysis it is assumed that ~z = 0 and 
Jz = 0. The wave propagation vector is taken to be parallel to the x
axis. This implies that ~·C = kx. In the course of this chapter it will 
turn out that the direction of the steady state current density is im
portant. For that reason the angle e is defined as (b.~l. As a conse
quence of the plane wave assumption (3.5) the operators ~t' ~t and v 
transfarm in the perturbed equations as follm'ls 

3 
at 

D 
Dt 

V 

where w' 

+-+ -iw 

+-+ -iw' (3.6) 

+-+ ik 

w - k.u is the complex frequency in the coordinate frame - -g 
moving at the steady state heavy gas velocity. 

In this work many times will be referred to five sets of plasma para
meter values, which combined with the equations (3.2), (3.3) aná (3.4) 
describe certain steady states. These sets are listed in table 3.1. 
The 5 parameters are needed to describe the steady state. 

In table 3.2 the values of some important derived parameters are listed 
for each set. From equation (3.2) the electron number density has 
been calculated. The definitions of the conductivity a and the Hall 
parameter s from chapter II have been used todetermine their values. 
The current density J has been calculated from equation (3.4). 
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ref. nr. T T n n a+ i B e g n 

K K 
-3 -3 

T m m 

I 2500 1500 1025 1022 5 

11 2500 1500 5.38x1o25 
5.38x1o

22 5 

lil 2400 1100 2x1024 1021 0. 12 

IV 3200 1100 2x1o
24 1021 0.7 

V 2000 1000 6x1o
24 1021 3 

Table 3.1 Sets of steady state plasma parameter values. 

ref. nr. n j 0 s e 
-3 -2 -1 m Am SJ m 

I 2.07x1o
20 2.06x104 

104 15.7 

11 4.82x1o20 
5.15x10

4 57.5 3.73 

lil 4.30x1o 19 4.81x103 107 1 .87 

IV 4.29x1o
20 5.25x104 325 3.32 

V 5.83x1o 18 6.88x102 12.2 39.3 

Table 3.2 Sets of derived parameter values corresponding 

to the parameter values of table 3.1. 

The Hall parameter turns out to be very important in the plasmas under 

consideration. The parameter value set I is not directly related to 

an experimental situation but it has been suggested by Nelson and 

Haines in their work on a simplified wave analysis of a MHD generator 

plasma. 6 However from figure 12 of their work it can be seen that 

their Hall parameter is very low compared to the value in table 3.2 

and can not be consistent with this set of plas~a parameter values. 

The parameter value set II corresponds to the situation that Nelson 

and Haines have described because the chosen higher noble gas number 

density causes the right reduction in the Hall parameter and corres

ponds to the statement of Coakley that they used a gas pressure of 
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11 atm. 7 In experimental situations the conditions of set I are more 
realistic than those of set II. The conditions of set II will be used 
for comparison with the results of Nelson and Haines. The parameter 
value set I will be used to demonstrate some features of noble gas MHD 
generatorplasmasin more detail. 
The conditions corresponding tothesets III, IV and V are conditions 
which have been met in experiments with the Eindhoven Shock Tube Faci
lity. These experiments and their steady state conditions will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 

2. FULL THEORY 

2.1 PERTURBATION THEORY 

In this subsectien the basic equations will be perturbed. As a conse
quence of the linear plane wave theory only first order terms need to 
be taken into account. The plane wave transforms (3.6) will be used 
immediately. 

Perturbing the heavy gas continuity equation (2.2) one gets 

w' u =- p* 
gxl k 9 

(3.7) 

With this equation u can be simply removed from the remaining equa-
gxl 

ti ons. 

The perturbation of the electron continuity equation (2.3) gives 

(3.8) 

where ~:~~ = ~~ is a logarithmic derivative. 
e e 

This notation will be used often in this work. One should keep in mind 
that the truncation of the expansion of the exponential function in 
Saha's constant after the first term is only valid in a small electron 
temperature region. If one requires that the difference with the exact 
value must besmaller than 50% then at an electron temperature of 
2500 Ka perturbation of 4% is allowed. Therefore a strong limitation 
exists intheuse of linear theory results with experimental results. 
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Because of the intention not to accept n* as a basic variable an ex
a 

pression needs to be found which relates n~ to the basic variables. 
To do so the seed continuity equation {2.l.b} is perturbed 

-iw'n* + i a 

where equation (3.8} has been used. With equation (3.7) it follows 
that 

n 
- ~ n* + ( 1 + -)ç* 

n e n 
(3.9} 

a a 

This result is a consequence of the fact that the seed fraction 

is constant. With the equations (2.l.b), (2.3) and (2.2) it can 

be shown that ( * and * obey the same equation so that 
\n +n l*~ *. This relation can be rewritten and one fincts equation 

a e 
( 3. 9). 

Before perturbing the other plasma conservation equations it is con
venient first to perturb the field equations. 
Because of the plane wave assumption and that 0 the perturbation 
of equation (2.14) gives only a nontrivial relation if it is assumed 
that the perturbation of the magnetic induction occurs in the direc
tion of the imposed magnetic field, i.e. in the z-direction. So 

)8* 

With J 0 the perturbation of equation (2.15) gives z 

0 

_ ik8 B* 
\Jo 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

{3.12) 

After perturbing the two components of the heavy gas momenturn equation 
(2.5) one arrives at 

iw'u gxl i kp gl + j (3.13} 
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and 
J B 

- i-x- B* 
P w' g 

(3.14) 

Use has been made of equation (3.11). With the help of the same equa
tion the perturbation of the two components of Ohm's law (2.6) gives 

Jx 1 
-a* - u BB* - u 1B -- {i kn kBT ( + T*) 

a gy 9Y ene e e e 

+ J Bn* + BJ - J BB*} y e y1 y (3.15) 

and a*J + cr{E - u B - u BB* y y1 gx1 gx 

+ -
1-(-J Bn* + en x e )} (3.16) 
e 

where a* 
o I nv 

- __ e_g n* - -;:-;-~""- T*. 
alnna a e 

The perturbation of the heavy gas energy equation (2.11) gives 

where 

and c 

iw'p p* + iw 1a2p p* = ZC{~T* + n* 
9 g 9 9 g 3 a InT e e nn

8 
e 

~)! is 
p 

(T 
e 

+~n* +~ * + 
3lnna a alnp

9 
P9 

the sound velocity of the heavy gas 

- T ) 
2v h 

l:-e-. 
9 h mh 

(3.17) 

The electron energy equation (2.13) can be perturbed and then gives 

iw 1 iw 1 (2k T + e.)n n* + ikn
8 2 B e 1 e e + E;.) u 1 

1 9x 

J 
- ~ i k2_ k TT* 

e 2 Be e 
+u 

1 
B+ u BB* ) + gy gy 

À T? 
J (E -u B-u BB*) + J E1 -y y1 gx1 gx y1 y 

e e T* _ 
1 e 

{3.18) 
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where R1 represents the perturbed radiation term. In the next sub-
sectien it will be shown that R1 can be approxirnated by T~. 

Now the equations (3.7), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11}, (3.12), (3.14) and 

(3.15) are used to eliminate the variables u ,, J ,, 
, gx1 9Y• 
and JY, from the equations {3.8), (3.13}, (3.16), (3.17) 

1' Eyl 
and (3.18). 

Then a system of five homogeneaus linear equations in the unknowns 
o* ' 9' and B* is found. 
The equations (3.8), (3.13), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) are derived from 
the electron continuity equation, the x-component of the heavy gas 
momenturn equation, the y-component of the electron momenturn equation 
and the two energy equations. 
In one of the next subsections numerical calculations turn out to go 

easier if the complex frequency w' is made dimensionless by deviding the 
acoustic frequency a k and the energy equations are brought to dimension-

9 
less form with the help of the elastic collisional term c. 
The zeroth order current density components are written in the total 
current density and the appropriate goniometrie tunetion of e. 

The system of five homogeneaus linear equations can be written in 
matrix form 

e'. o 

where + + e is the coefficient matrix 

~* represents the unknown column vector with the elements p~, 

P* n* T* and B* g' e' e 

and w' is the dimensionless complex frequency. 

The matrix has the form 

QAl11 +All 0 Q,l\ 113 +,I\ 13 Î\, 4 

2 
Q A221 0 0 

A' QAl31 +f\.31 0 A33 

QAl41+A41 ÇJ/1 1 A43 

DA151+A51 0A 1 5 3 +i\ 1 5 3 Ç;,l\1 

0 

A25 

W\ 1 35 + l\35 

0 

W\ 155+,1\55 
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The matrix ~2 consistsof one nonzero element, viz. A221 • In each row 
the matrix ~~ has at least one nonzero element except in the second 
row. ~ is a matrix with only 7 zero elements. In appendix A all the 
nonzero elements of thematrices ~2, ~~ and ~ are listed. All the used 
logarithmic derivatives are listed in appendix B. 

2.2 RADlATION 

The radiation term in the electron energy equation is very complex as 
can beseen from the Ph.D. theses by Lutz, Hougen and Coakley. 8•9•7 

The main purpose of Lutz' work has been to find an expression for the 
radiation transfer loss. Hougen devoted a whole chapter to the same 
subject and to derive a plane wave perturbation of the radiation term 
in the electron energy equation. Coakley used the same procedure in a 
section of his thesis as Hougen did. In this work the approach of 
Hougen and Coakley will be used. A very short review of their radiation 
analysis will be given. 

The mentioned authors used a one dimensional slab geometry as indica
ted in figure 3.2. 

2 

Figure 3.2 One dimensional slab geometry for radiative transfer. 

They derived an expression for the total volumetrie radiative power 
loss consisting of five contributions 
- 1. power loss due to radiative emission 
- 2. power gain due to the absorption of radiation from one wall 
- 3. power gain due to the absorption of radiation from the opposite 

wall 
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- 4. power gain due to the absorption of radiation from all the plasma 

between theelemental slaband one wall and 
- 5. power gain due to the absorption of radiation from all the plasma 

between the elemental slab and the opposite wall. 

Solbès coulct combine the five integral expressions for these contribu-, 
tions into one radiation operator. 10 Lutz has shown that in these plas
mas the line radiation of the alkali metal dominates over all other 
kinds of radiation. 8•11 It was found that 80% of the line ractiation 
comes from the resonance lines. Basect upon Lutz' work Hougen suggested 
to approximate the total radiation by two times the radiation of the 
strongest resonance line. 9•8 This simplification will also be used here. 

The integral expressions contain integrations in the frequency domain. 
Therefore one neects to specify the line pl"ofile. From all the possible 
broadening mechanisms three of them are important in these plasmas. 9 

These are 
- resonance broadening, i.e. the broadening caused by collisional 

interaction ~uring the transition of an emitting atom with a similar 
neutral atom 

-Van der Waals broadening, i.e. the broadening caused by collisional 
interaction during the transition of an emitting atom with a foreign 
neutral atom 

- Stark broadening, i.e. the broadening caused by the effect of the 
charged particles in the process of ractiation of the emitting atom. 

The first two broadening mechanisms cause bath a Lorentz profile 
whereas the Stark broadening can be relatively well approximated by 
a Lorentz profile. Then the whole profile is found by actding the se
parate profiles. 

Knowing the profile and assuming a uniform steady state one can arrive 
at an algebraic expression for the ractiation loss which ctepends on the 
position of the elemental slab between the two parallel walls. 8•11 •9•7 

In an infinite plasma is chosen this steady state loss is zero as 
could be expectect. It turns out that the variation of Planck's func
tion through T is the most important of all the variations in the 
radiation expr:ssion. 9 With only this variation the ractiation pertur
bation and plane wave analysis give the following expression9 
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2hv
3 
0 

hv 
0 (m k) 

0 
(3.20) 

where B 
\)0 

~ --=-'::....__is the value of Planck's function at the line hv
0 

kB Te 
e -1 

center of the strongest resonance line 

\) 
0 

is the line center frequency of the strongest 
resonance line 

f n 
m

0 
• 1.7.106 6~ta is the Lorentz profile constant 

is theemission oscillator strength for the 
strongest resonance line 

6vt=8vr
95

+6vvdW+6v5 is the total broadening half-width for the 
strongest resonance line 
is the resonance broadening half·width 
is the Van der Waals broadening half-width 
is the Stark broadening half-width 

Equation (3.20) will be used for an argon-cesium plasma under condi
tions as tabulated in table 3.1. The strengest resonance line of 
cesium corresponds with the 651 - 6P3 transition. The line center wave 
length is 8521 R. 2 2 
Theemission oscillator strength is related to the absorption 
oscillater strength as 12 

where 91 is the degeneracy of the lower energy level 
and gu is the degeneracy of the upper energy level u. 

(3.21) 

In the case of the 651 - 6P3 transition 91 =2 and 9u 4. According to 
2 2 

Fabry's theoretical result for cesium f .722. 13 
a 

half·width will be used12 

(3.22) 
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For the Van der Waals broadening another formula of Griem is usect 12 

0.4 0. 
n T 

n g 
(3.23) 

where ( 1 l n is the excitation energy of the first resonance level of 

the noble gas atom 
2 1 (c:.) (s.). 
R,. = -2 --~

1~- (5 ~ + 1 - 3 I Cl +1)} is the square of the 
u Ei H u u 

E 
u 

coordinate vector of the radiating electron in the ex

ei ted state u 

ilH 13.6 eV is the ionization potential of hydragen 

is the excitation potential of the upper state of the 

1 i ne 
1 is the orbital quanturn number of the upper state of the 
u 

l i ne. 
For an argon-cesium plasma Cs 12 lA 11. 
I u = 1 _13 

1. eV and 

Griem's expression for the Stark broadening half width is 14 

1 

2{'+1. (10-22n ) (!-0.75rl} n .1 
e e (3.24) 

where r 2 

1 

) 2 is a Debye shielding parameter e 

3x1 -l is the velocity of light 

tx is the i on broadeni ng parameter 

and w is the electron impact half half-width in~-
In an argon-cesium plasma and in the electron temperature range 

K - 5000 K the two parameters can be well approximated by 
15 a 0.044 and w 0.085. 

In fact with expression (3.20) the linearization of the basic equa
tions has been completed. 

2.3 ISPERS!ON RELATION 

For a nontrivial salution of the system of equations (3.13) to exist 

the determinant of Ç' must equal zero. The equations are of first 
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order in n except the second one, which is of second order. Therefore 
the mentioned process leads in general to a dispersion relation which 
is of sixth order in n 

(3.25) 

Of course this six order equation can nat be solved analytically and 
therefore numerical methods are needed. 

Coakley and Hougen used numerical methods to solve their fifth order 
dispersion relation which required the splitting up of the complex co
efficients Gi into real and imaginary parts. 7•9 In this work methods 
will be used which do nat require this cumbersome procedure. 
To realize this a numerical procedure is needed which can calculate 
the determinant of a complex matrix of a type like ~'. The zero ele
mentsin ~' reduce the number of terrus of det<~'l to 30. The library 
procedure for calculating determinants of real matrices can be used 
fruitfully to check the correctnessof the expression for det<~'J. 16 

In appendix C this expression - written in the product terms 
A! .A' A' A' A' A' - is given. 

IJ kl mn op qr st 

With the expressions for the elements A!. the product terrus of det<A'l 
IJ = 

can be written to polynominals in n. The subscripts of the elements 

of the matrices ~· ~1 and ~2 are a useful help. 
The expression for each coefficient G. can be found by sorting out the 

I 

appropriate term from all the product term polynominals and to take 
these terrus tagether with the sign corresponding to that of the ori
ginating product term. 
With the expression for det(~'l of appendix C 
correctness of the expressions for G. because 

I 

need to be fulfilled for each value of n. The 
given in appendix D. 

one can easily check 
6 . 
i~O Gin

1 
= det<~'l 

coefficients G. are 
I 

The numerical solutions to the dispersion relation (3.25) will be 
shown in the next section. 
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.4 NUMERICAL CALCUl../\TiONS 

To solve equation (3.25) numerically a methad has to be used which 

locates the roots in the complex plane. In this work the same methad 
will be used as Hougen did. 9•17 Although for this so-called Muller's 
quadratic method global convergence can not be proved it was found 
that the methad works perfectly in the situation at hand. 18 

To find all the roots the methad needs to be used successively to the 

remainder of equation (3.25) after having removed the already found 
roots by dividing. An explicit methad of dividing is needed to avoid 
numerical instability. 19 

The roots of the sixth order dispersion relation (3.25) correspond 
to six different wave modes. The fifth order dispersion relations 

of Hougen and Coakley describe five wave modes. 7•9 In comparison with 
this work bath removed a different wave mode by their approximations. 
This work can therefore be considered as the synthesis of their work 
as far as the types of wave modes are concerned. 
The influence of the different plasma parameters on the various wave 
modes can be studied with the described salution method. It is not 
the intention of this work to repeat Hougen's and Coakley's work for 
a somewhat different MHD generator plasma. 
It turns out that the roots are mostly widely separated in the complex 
plane. Based upon this fact Hougen derived expressions of each wave 
mode from the dispersion relation. Some of these mathematica] appro
ximations or "distinct" wave theories are still too complex to see 
much of the physics of the various wave modes. 9•20 

The aim of this work is to look for all the wave modes and to isolate 
the mode with the largest growth rate in the MHD generator plasmas, 
which are encountered in the Eindhoven experiments. Then a more de
tailed study of this most unstable mechanism will take place. To do so 

the roots obtained are labeled with the help of Hougen's and Coakley's 
work. 

In the next subsection the physical nature of all the wave modes will 
be discussed on the basis of the calculations for one set of plasma 
parameter values of table 3.1 and for one value of the wave number. 
Then for each unstable wave mode the largest grouth rate will bede-
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termined for the five sets of plasma parameter values of table 3.1. 
The two wave mode"parameters are the wave number k and the angle e 
between the wave vector and the steady state current density. 
From the plane wave assumption according to equation (3.5) it is seen 
that the imaginary part of the complex frequency w, w., indicates 

I 

growth if w. > o and damping if w. < o. The real parts of w and w' 
I I 

divided by k give the phase veloeities in the laboratory and the 
steady state heavy gas frame, respectively. 

Hougen and Coakley state that on physical grounds it is to be expected 
that 

(3.26) 

but they did not give any justification for ,it.9 ' 7 The double bar ,=, 
denotes the conjugate of the complex quantity. 
If n<sl is a salution of det<~'l ~ o then 0(6+~) is a salution of 

'CS+~) ~ o. From appendix A it can beseen that for any i 
n~ 

either Anij(6) C-1) Anij(6+~l for each j 

n~ or An .. (6) -(-1) An .. (6+1!) for each j. 
IJ IJ 

Because det<~'Ce+1fll ~ o it can be stated that det 

det(~'l or -det(~'l. This can be realized if for any 

either Ajj<el ~~j(e+nl for each j 

or Aij<el -Ä;jcs+~l for each j. 

(3.27) 

ce+~l l equals 

Then because of equations (3.27) the equation (3.26) neects to be ful
filled. 
Equation (3.26) means that propagation in opposite directions is not 
possible and that the salution for the direction of no propagation 
physically describes the solution for the opposite direction. As a 
consequence of equation (3.26) it can be stated that each wave mode 
can only propagate in a a-range of 11 rad. 
As a set of plasma parameter values to demonstrata characteristic 
features of the possible wave modes set I of table 3.1 has been chosen. 
The choice for the wave number is the value which corresponds to a 
wavelength of 10-2 m. This length scale is relatively small compared 
to the dimensions of the generator channels of the Eindhoven shock 
tunnel facility and relatively large compared to the minimum length 
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scales below which the assumptions made in deriving the dispersion 
relation (3.25) are not valid anymore. For instanee the minimum length 
scale for heavy gas fluctuations is about 10-

3 m because the heavy gas 

heat conduction has been neglected. 
Another reason for the chosen wave length can be found in the dimen
sions of the observed inhomogeneous structures in the experiments.

5 

• 5 WAVE. IV:CDES 

To discuss some features of possible wave modes polar plots will be 
used if it is possible to construct them. Figure 3.3 shows a polar 

plot. 
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The reference axes are in the direction of l and ~x§, as labeled. 
The scales correspond to the real part of w', w' and to the absolute 

r 
val ue of w •• 

I 

Two wave modes have a behaviour so complex that one simple polar plot 
would be confusing. Figure 3.6 consists of two polar plots. The tri
vial half of each plot has been omitted. The behaviour of the wave 
mode near the origin of figure 3.6.a is very coMplicated and therefore 
figure 3.6.b shows the enlarged region. Figure 3.7 shows for the wave 
mode in question Iw' I and Iw! I on a logarithmic scale as a function of 

r 1 

the angle e in two separate plots. 

The six roots of equation (3.25) correspond to six wave modes but it 
turns out that two of these modes are a paired wave. In the literature 
most waves are known by more than one name. In this work the narnes 
according to the work of Hougen and Coakley will be used unless it is 
useful to refer to other authors who use different narnes for the same 
wave mode. The paired wave is the magnetoacoustic wave. The other four 
waves are the electromagnetic, the ionization rate, the electrothermal 
and the therma l waves. The abbrevi at i ons MA for magnetoacous tic, EM 

for electromagnetic, IR for ionization rate, ET for electrothermal 
and T for thermal will be used when referring to the various wave 
modes. 

From figure 3.3 it is seen that under the chosen conditions and with 
the chosen wave length the MA wave is always stable. Another choise of 
the wave length could have made this wave unstable as will be shown 
in the next subsection. The real part of the complex frequency w' 

shows sarnething about the physical nature of this instability. Under 
1 

these conditions the phase velocity 1'l:j a . 
9 

In principle an acoustic wave is described by the perturbed heavy gas 
equations. If from the equations (3.13) and (3.17) the terms invalving 
interaction with the electron gas are omitted one finds with equation 

(3. 7) 
w' r 
k- + 

wi 0. 
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In this case the perturbed heavy gas energy equation (3.17) results in 

adiabatic expansion according to = yp*. The characteristics of this 
9 

acoustic wave are modified by the nteraction terms in the momenturn 
and the energy equation. Primarily these terms affect the imaginary 
part of the complex frequency as figure 3.3 shows. 
Unfortunately the name magnetoacoustic is also used forother plasma 
waves like the compressional Alfvén waves. 21 The role of the magnetic 
pressure in these waves is essential and in the so-called cold plasma 
limit it plays the role of the gaskinetic pressure. 

An extensive literature survey on the t~A 1~aves will not be given here. 
This can be found in the theses by Hougen and by Coakley. 9•7 They also 
indicate how to arrive from their fifth order dispersion relation at 
the different approximated expressions used in the literature. Hougen 
and McCune found that a two-fluid description is needed for proper 
description of theMA waves in the noble gas MHD generator plasmas. 20 

The subject of pa i red r~A waves in an t~HD generator p 1 as ma was fi rs t 
discussed by Velikhov. 22 He modified the acoustic waves with fluctu
ations in the Hall parameter. McCune extended this with fluctuations 
in the conductivity. 23 Effects of steady state gradients were consi
dered by Locke and t1cCune, Powers and Dick. 24 •25 Fishman took bes i des 
steady state gradients also boundary conditions into account. 26 The 
authors of the references 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26 all employ a single 
fluid model of the plasma. Hallweg and Eliseev were the first to use 
two-fluid equations in relation to the t!A waves. 27 •28 The relation of 
these ~1A waves wi th 'A lfvén waves' can be seen from the work by 
Herlofson, Edwards and Palmgren. 29 •30 •31 •32,33 

Figure 3.4 shows the polar plot for the electromagnetic wave. In the 
case considered the mode is highly damped with possible propagation 
in the half-plane. The damping is almast isotropie for the direc-
tions in which the wave can propagate. The real part of the complex 
frequency tü, ' seems to be proportional to -ccse in the -~ half-plane. 
The Et1 wave mode is introduced by the assumption of a fluctuating 
magnetic field in Ampère's law (2.15). To what extent a magnetic in
duction perturbation generates a current density is described by the 
magnetic Reynold's number which reads on the basis of the wave number 

lloJ 
kB. 
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and À m. 

lf from the perturbed field equations (3.10), (3.12) and the perturbed 
y-component of Ohm's law (3.16) the heavy gas quantities, the electron 
density and temperature perturbations are omitted one easily arrives 
at the dispersion relation 

, kJcos8 w +---+ 
ene 

or equivalently 

kJ w' + -((3cos8 + 
crB 

0 

0 (3.28) 

The mentioned features from figure 3.4 are easily recognized in this 
simple dispersion relation. It can be easily shown that the simple ex
pression for the EM mode gives quite accurate results compared to the 
full theory results. 
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The name electromagnetic wave is usually used fora wave propagating 

in a nonconducting medium and is described by the high frequency limit 

of the general electromagnetic wave equation. 34 In a plane wave analy

sis this 'real' electromagnetic wave appears to be paired. The low 

frequency limit of the general electromagnetic equation describes f.i. 

the 'skin effect' of conductors. And this corresponds to the neglect 

of the displacement current in Ampère's law. 

The considered plasma behaves as a conductor with finite conductivity 

and as a consequence disturbances of the electric and magnetic field 

are damped. Because of its physical nature as described the EM mode is 
also called 'skin effect' mode. 7 

Coakley only found the simple dispersion relation (3.28) as one root 

from a second order dispersion relation, which also described the 

ET mode or a third order one which includes also the description of 

the MX modes. 7 Edwards also recognized this mode and called it magne

tic diffusion mode because the main mechanism can also be considered 

as the diffusion of the magnetic field fluctuations in a finitely 
conducting fluid. 32 As Coakley already found the full theory calcula

tions show that this mode is always extremely well described by rela

tion (3.28). For this reason and the fact that the mode is always 

strongly damped no further attention will be paid to the electramag

netic wave mode. 

Under the conditions considered the ionization rate mode is always 

stable as figure 3.5 shows. The resemblance of its polarplot with 

that of the EM mode is striking. The mode is isotropically and heavily 

damped with possible propagation in the -~ half-plane. Again the real 

part of the complex frequency w', w~ seems to be proportional to 

-cos8 in the -1 half-plane. A simple theory in subsection 3.1 of this 

chapter will confirm this. 

The physical nature of the IR mode is the relaxation of the electron 

number density to Saha equilibrium as expressed by the electron con
tinuity equation (2.3). For this reason it is clear that this mode is 

always damped. If from the perturbed electron continuity equation (3.8) 

the heavy gas perturbations are omitted and if it is assumed that 
n* >> T* one finds that 

e e 
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2 

r e (3.29) 

It describes in which time the electron density after perturbation re
turns totheSaha equilibrium value. If there is instantaneous Saha 
equilibrium then this mode disappears. At most conditions the simple 
result (3.29) describes very well the relaxation phenomenon. In the 
full theory only minor deviations appear. 
The frequency as expressed in equation (3.29) is relatively large com
pared to the ET mode frequency and this fact can be used fruitfully to 
isolate the IR mode from the two modes which remain if all the heavy 
gas and magnetic induction perturbations are neglected. Then the per
turbed electron equations (3.8), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.18) describe 
the ionization rate mode and the electrothermal mode. 
Further on in this subsection the full theory of the ET mode will be 
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briefly discussed. In the next section a simplified theory of the ET 
mode will be given in more detail. The same simplified theory is needed 

for a simple expression of the real part of w' of the IR mode. There

fore its discussion will be postponed until the next section. 

Hougen introduced the name ionization rate wave mode for the mode 

considered because a finite ionization rate coefficient k s is essen-
r 

tial .9 The case of an infitite ionization rate coefficient corresponds 

to the already mentioned situation of instantaneous Saha equilibrium. 

Nelson and Haines chose the name electrothermal for bath the IR mode 

as well as the ET mode. 6 In their vocabulary the IR mode is the fast 

thermal mode because of its high frequency. The low frequency mode is 

called the ionization mode. Hougen used a fifth order dispersion re

lation whereas Nelson and Haines worked with a second order dispersion 

relation. For the ionization rate wave mode the results of this thesis 

agree with the results of these two references. 

As already mentioned befare the electron conservation equations contain 

besides the IR mode the ET mode. The polar plot of the ET mode is given 

in figure 3.6a. Because of the complexity of the behaviour around the 

origin a more detailed plot is given in figure 3.6b. 

From figure 3.6a it is seen that the largest positive growth rate is 

connected to a propagation direction which has an angle 8 of about 

-i radians with the steady state current density. 

Under the chosen conditions the maximum growth rate is about 3x105sec- 1. 

It is also seen that the maximum damping rate is larger than the maxi

mum growth rate. 

Propagation takes mainly place in the +~ half-plane. Only at an angle 

8 near ~ there is propagation in the -~ half-plane, as shown by the 
dashed line in figure 3.6b. Again there exists propagation in a closed 

region of n radians. 

Comparison with Hougen's work shows that figure 3.6 is characteristic 

for the ET mode. Because of its large growth rate the ET mode is the 

most likely one to affect the performance of noble gas MHD generators 

under the assumed conditions and at the chosen wave length. Therefore 

in the next subsection its growth rate will be discussed under other 

conditions and for other wave lengths. 
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Figure 3.6 does nat show in a simple manner the physical nature of the 
ET mode. The electron energy equation is essential for the description 

of the ET mode. A crucial role is played by the Joule heating. Because 

the ionization rate increases strongly with the electron temperature 

small temperature perturbations lead to large perturbations in the 

electron number density. Soa locally increased electron temperature 
gives rise to a large increase of the electron number density and conse-

quently of the conductivity. Then according to Ohm's law the current 

density can increase and consequently the Joule heating. 
If the perturbation in the energy loss mechanisms as elastic and in

elastic collisional loss, convection, conduction and radiation can nat 

damp this disturbance the electron temperature will increase and then 

leads to an additional ionization of the seed. The two-temperature 

plasma turns out to be essential for a growing ET mode. 

35 The ET mode was first considered by Velikhov and Dykhne. They intro-

duced the name ionization instability and determined the direction of 

maximum growth rate and a critical Hall parameter. Kerrebrock inde

pendently introduced electrothermal waves and determined the growth 

rate and the phase velocity. 36 

Bath neglected heavy gas fluctuations and assumed a small degree of 

ionization with n << n . Kerrebrock's work includes more physical e a 
processes like electron heat conduction and diffusion. Velikhov et al. 

expanded their original work with the inclusion of electron heat con

duction and radiation loss. 37 

Nedospasov introduced a finite degree of ionization so that n ~ n t· . 38 
e a 1 

All these authors used simple expressions for callision frequencies. 

Nelson and Haines considered in their linear analysis a finite degree 

of ionization, a finite ionization rate coefficient, electron thermal 
conduction, radiation transfer and bath Coulomb collisions as well as 

neutral collisions with aT -dependent cross section. 6 As already men-
e 

tioned Hougen and McCune discussed the ET mode in relation to four 

other modes, which are due to heavy gas fluctuations and a finite 

ionization rate coefficient. 2° Coakley did the samebut removed the 

IR mode and included a fluctuating magnetic induction. 7 Same authors 

took also boundary effects into account. Riedmüller considered a simple 

ET mode model with insulating boundaries. 39 Nelson added to this the 
case with infinitely fine segmentation of the electrode walls of an MHD 
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generator. 40 Solbès et al. found that a current density component paral
lel to the applied magnetic field stabilizes the electrothermal in
stability.41 

Figure 3.7 shows the anisotropic behaviour of the thermal wave mode. 
Because of the strong changes of the complex frequency around e = ~ 

radians the use of apolar plot is practically impossible. From figure 
3.7a it is seen that in a small region around e ~ the growth rate is 
positive with a maximum value of about 300 sec- 1• Figure 3.7b shows 
the complicated angular dependenee of w' for this mode at the chosen 

r 
conditions and wave length. 
Except at small regions around certain angles where w1 or w. change 

r 1 

sign the unequality iw 1 l>>lw~l holds. This fact could be fruitfully 
used to identify the T mode. 

Figure 3.7 does notshow in a simple manner the physical nature of 
the T mode. The thermal mode is in principle described by the heavy 
gas energy equa ti on { 2.11). If the e 1 ectron gas and the heavy gas woulà 
be totally uncoupled then the perturbed and linearized heavy gas equa
tion would describe the two acoustic waves and a thermal or entropy 
wave, the last being introduced by the energy equation and only non
trivial if some energy loss or production mechanism would have been in
troduced. 
In a one-temperature plasma the Joule heating itself would appear in 
the heavy gas energy equation and so variations in the heavy gas tem
perature couple back via variations in the electrical conductivity, 
the current density and Joule heating. In a two-temperature plasma the 
electron elastic collisional loss term appears in the heavy gas energy 
equation and the whole coupling mechanism fortheT mode becomes less 
clear. 
Wright was the first to show that with the addition of the Joule 
heating to a thermal wave an instability can occur. 42 He used both 
single and two-fluid descriptions but neglected compressibility and 
Hall effect while he only discussed propagation along the steady state 
current density. Powers and Dick included steady state gradients but 
they used a single fluid model. 25 Edwards also discussed the T mode 
but called it parameter variatien mode. 32 Hougen and McCune found that 
the thermal waves in the considered plasmas require a two-fluid model 
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for proper description of a two-temperature plasma. 2° Coakley found 
that the T mode is unaffected by magnetic field fluctuations for a 
wave length smaller than about 1 m. 7 

In this subsectien the six roots of the dispersion relation (3.25) have 
been discussed for one set of plasma parameter values and at one wave 
length. It is found that the electrothermal and the thermal mode can 
become unstable. From the literature it is known that the magnetoacous
tic wave mode can also become unstable. It is worthwhile to discuss 
the growth rates of the MA, the ET and the T modes for other wave 
lengths and at other plasma conditions. This is the aim of the next 
subsection. 

2.6 UNSTABLE MODES 

In the subsectien 2.5 it was shown that the growth rate of the three 
potentially unstable modes depends strongly on the angle between the 
steady state current density and the wave propagation vector. In this 
subsectien the maximum growth rate for each mode will be determined 
as a function of the wavelength À. 

For the ET and the MA wave modes this maximum growth rate can be de
termined with an accuracy of 1% but for the T mode the problem arises 
that its maximum growth rate and the corresponding w~ can coincide 
with w. and w' of the ET mode. Therefore the accuracy of the determi-

1 r 
nation of the T mode is less. 
For the paired MA wave the largest growth rate of thw two modes is 
chosen. 

The range of the wavelength À is chosen as 1 m - 10 m. On both sides 
within this range restrictions under whi.ch the present analysis is 
valid are violated. 
At wave lengths smaller than 1 m the neglect of the heavy gas heat 

conduction is not allowed. This means that the results at least for 
the modes dominated by heavy gas fluctuations for À 10-

3 m become 
questionable. The MA and the T mode are dominated by heavy gas fluc
tuations. 
At large wave lengths the restrietion of a homogeneaus steady state is 
violated even by the dimensions of the generator channel of the present 
day larger noble gas MHD generator experiments. At least the results 
can not be compared with the experimental results obtained with these 
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channels if À < 10-3 
m because the channel cross section is about 

1x10-1 5 

Still the results in these two regions can be valuable because they 
can accentuate a tendency in the main region between these 'forbidden' 
regions. 

Two important characteristics of present day noble gas MHD generator 
experiments are5 

- generator channel lengths of about 1 m 
- heavy gas bulk veloeities of about 1000 

Then the transit time of the plasma in generator channel is about 
sec. For this reason modes with growth rates smaller than 
-l will have no time to grow. 

In five plots, figures 3.8- 3.12, the maximum wave growth is plotted 

as a function of the wave length for the five different sets of plasma 
values of table 3.1. The curves for theMA and the T mode 

according to the full theory are easily recognized. In the figures 
3.8- 3.11 theET mode is represented by three curves. The curve de
noted by FT represents the result according to the full theory, while 
the other two curves result from simplified theories to be discussed 
in the next section. 
From all the figures 3.8- 3.12 it can be seen that in the main wave 
length range the positive growth of the ET mode is always the largest. 
The difference with the growth rates of the two other modes is at 
least one order of magnitude. 

In the largest part of the wave length range the maximum growth rate 
of the ET mode is nearly independent of the wave length. This is due 
to the fact that in this range wave length dependent damping mechanisms 
are of no importance and can be neglected. The curves for the ET mode 
in figure 3.11, show that in the wholewave length range the maximum 
growth rate is strongly wave length dependent. 
The sharp drop of all the ET mode curves on the left hand side of the 
figures is due to a large increase of the influence of the wave length 

damping mechanisms. In the next section it will be shown 
that the quadratic dependenee of the electron heat conduction on the 
wave number is responsible for this large increase. Only in figure 3.12 
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other wave length dependent damping mechanisms are important and cause 
a smooth slope, followed by a sudden drop as in the other cases. 
On the right hand side of the figures a characteristic slope appears 
in the curves for the ET mode. At these large wave lengths the terros 

)J J 
depending upon the magnetic Reynolds number Rm = k~ increase the in-
fluence of a fluctuating magnetic field. Coakley already found this 
by camparing his full theory result with a simplified theory in which 
the fluctuating magnetic field has been neglected. 7 

The curves for the MA and the T mode show an analogous behaviour. In 
the figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11 the damping influence of the fluctuating 
magnetic field at large wave lengths is clear. In the other two figures 
this influence becomes important at larger wave lengths than indicated 
in the figure. 
The slopes on the left hand side of the curves for the MA and the T 
mode indicate that the damping in that region is not of the same nature 
as in the case of the ET mode. From the numerical calculations it 
appeared that the damping influence of the radiation in this wave 
length region is much more important than that of the electron heat 
conduction. 

The curves in figure 3.8 are drawn for the steady state conditions as 
described by set I of table 3.1. The drop on the left hand side of the 
curve for the ET mode occurs at a wave length which is small compared 
to the wave length at which the ET curves in the other figures drop. 
From table 3.2 it is seen that at the conditions according to set I 
the Hall parameter is relatively large. This lowers the damping in
fluence of the electron heat conduction ,considerably according to the 

À T 
perturbed heat conduction term k2 ~ 

1tB
2 

The curve for the MA mode is completely determined by wave length de
pendent damping mechanisms. At a wave length À = 10-2 (w

1
> for the ma x 

MA wave mode is negative. 
The curve of the T mode shows a one order of magnitude long wave length 
region with nearly constant growth rate. 
In the experimentally interesting wave length range 10-3 - 10- 1 m the 
maximum growth rates for theMA and the T mode are too small for the 
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wave to grow much during the plasma transit time. The maximum growth 
rate tor the ET mode is so large that it can be expected that the wave 

will grow so much during the plasma transit time that the mode will be 
observed in experiments. 

In tigure 3.9 the curves are drawn tor steady state conditions acear
ding to set II of table 3.1. The curves of theMA and the T mode have 
the same appearance as the corresponding curves in tigure 3.8. Only 

the region with positive growth rate tor the T mode is somewhat larger. 
From the curve representing the growth rate of the ET mode it is seen 
that the drop on the left hand side occurs at a wave length one order 
of magnitude larger than in the previous discussed case. This is due 
to the effect of a smaller Hall parameter. Again the maximum growth 

rate for the ET mode is so large that the ET instability is expected 
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to occur in experimental situations. 
Nelson and Haines used the same set of plasma parameters as discussed 
in section 1. As can be seen from figure 5 in their work there is a 
relatively good agreement with the results presented in figure 3.9 
for the ET mode. 
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( (.,). ) 
1 max 
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104 
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:.~=.:= i~} ST 
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-·-·-T 

1 lO 

Figure 3.9 Maximum growth rates of the electrothermal - ET -, magneto

acoustic- MA-and thermal - T- instabilities. The plasma 

parameter values are according to set 11 of table 3.1. 

The plasma parameters according to set III of table 3.1 are used to 
obtain the curves of figure 3.10. In comparison with the figures 3.8 
and 3.9 the growth rates are smaller. For the ET mode and theMA mode 
the difference is about two orders of magnitude and for the T mode 
about one order of magnitude. This is due to the lower applied mag
netic induction. 
In the next section it will be shown that the magnetic field plays 
a dominant role in the perturbed Joule heating through the Hall para
meter. The Joule heating plays a dominant role in the growth rate of 
the ET wave mode. For the growth rate of the MA mode the lx§ interaction 
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term in the heavy gas momenturn equation (2.5) is dominant. 

The drop on the left hand side of the curve of the ET mode occurs at 

wave lengths two or three orders of magnitude larger than that of the 

ET mode curves in the two previous figures. This is due to the low B 

value, which increases considerably the damping effect of the electron 

heat conduction and reduces the amplifying effect of the perturbed 

Joule heating as mentioned before. 
In the ma in wave 1 ength range of \ = 5 x1 - 1 m a weak s 1 ope in the 

ET mode curve can be seen. This is due to the radiative damping which 

is proportional to Ik. 

From figure 3.11 it can be seen that a larger Hall parameter is in

volved than in figure 3.10. The drop in the ET mode curve is shifted 

one order of magnitude to the left. In the main wave length range of 

À ~ 2x1 - 10-1 m the maximum growth rate of the ET mode is relative-

ly independent of the wave length. The values for the growth rates 

are larger than in the preceding case. 
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The steady state parameters as described by the parameter set V of 
table 3.1 are used to obtain the curves of figure 3.12. The shapes of 
the curves differ much from the previous figures. From table 3.2 it 
can be seen that the Hall parameter s is large and that the electron 
temperature is relatively low. 
The influence of the large Hall parameter can be recognized in the 
drop of theET mode curve at very small wave length where the damping 
due to the heat conduction becomes dominant. In the range of 

-4 -2 
À = 10 - 10 m other wave length dependent damping mechanisms are 
dominant and cause at Ä = 10-4 m a reduction in the maximum growth 
rate of about one order of magnitude. 
Because of the low electron temperature the current density is low 
and consequently the Joule heating is low and the ~x§ force weak. The 
low Joule heating causes the relatively low maximum growth rates of 
the ET mode and the T mode and the weak ~x§ force does the same for 
the maximum growth rate of the MA mode. 
In this subsectien the solutions of the dispersion relation (3.25} for 
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the three potentially unstable modes have been discussed for five sets 
of plasma parameter values. It is found that in the wave length range 
\ • 1 - 10- 1 

M the ET mode has always the largest growth rate and 

that generally in the largest part of this range the maximum growth 

rate is nearly independent of the wave length. 
The maximum growth rate for the ET mode is always one or two orders of 

magnitude larger than that for the other two modes. The transit time 
of the plasma in the larger noble gas MHD generator channels is such 

that the unstable ET mode has time enough to grow and the other tw0 
modes have not. These results suggest tolook fora simpler descrip

tion of theET mode. This will be done in the next section. 

In the medium of the bulk of cambustion gas MHD generators there exists 

astrong thermal coupling between the electron gas and the heavy gas 

so that both gases have the same temperature. For that reason the 

13 
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electrothermal instability is of no interest in these media. In com

bustion MHD generators the magnetoacoustic mode has generally the 
largest growth rate of all the discussed modes. Simons et al.and 
Phillips published the most recent contribution to this subject. 43 •44 

Okazaki et al.claim that in the electrode boundary layer of a cambus
tion gas MHS generator a two-temperature plasma exists in which the 
electrothermal instability causes the experimentally observed are 
spots on the electrodes. 45 

3. SIMPLIFIED ET MODE ANALYSIS 

3.1 SIMPLIFIED FULL THEORY 

As described in the previous section the electrothermal instability is 
mainly governed by the electron equations. The two magnetoacoustic 
roots and the thermal root can be eliminated from the full theory dis
persion relation (3.25) by assuming that the heavy gas quantities are 
not subjected to perturbations. This means for the matrix equation 
(3.19) that the second and fourth equation may be omitted and that the 
first two terms A! .x! from each equation may be removed. 

IJ J 

The electromagnetic root is essentially caused by a fluctuating mag
netic field. This root can be removed from the dispersion relation 
(3.25) by assuming that the magnetic induction is not subjected to a 
perturbation. This would mean for equation (3.19) that the last term 
Aj 5B* from each equation may be removed. 
But a problem arises. From equation {3.12) it would follow that Jyl is 
equal to zero whereas in the case of a constant magnetic field equa
tion (2.15) may be replaced by the weaker, assumption 

(3.30) 

which permits a nonzero Jyl in the chosen coordinate system. In deri
ving thesetof equations (3.19) equation (3.12) has been substituted 
and the result appears only in two matrix coefficients, viz. A35 and 
A55. If the factor ikB* in the appropriate term of the two sums of 

~0 

terms A35B* and A55B* of the set of equations (3.19) is replaced by 
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J 1 
then relation (3.30) is fulfilled with a nonzero JY 1. See appen-

dix A. 
The other terms of and A5 5B* may be removed as well as the term 
Al from the first equation of thesetof equations (3.19). 

With the above sketched procedure three linear equations in 

J. result from thesetof equations (3.19). Now J 1 can be y y 
in n* and T* with the help of the equation which originates e e 

n* T* and e' e 
expressed 
from the 

third one of set (3.19). This expression can be substituted for Jyl 
in the equation which originates from the last one of set (3.19). 
After this substitution two linear equations in n* and are found e 
which can be written in matrix form 

ê' .X* C (3.31) 

where ~~ = w'ê1 is the coefficient matrix 

and X' ~[:~1 cepcesents the "nknown col,mn ''''''· 

In appendix E all the elements of thematrices §1 and Bare listed. For 
reasons of simplicity the equation which originates from the first one 
of set (3.19) has been multiplied with 

s. 
I 

Of course the same result would be found if the electron conservation 

equations (2.3), (2.6) and (2.13) and the field equations (2.14) and 
(3.30) would have been perturbed, linearized and plane wave analyzed 
with the same assumptions as mentioned in this section. 

A nontrivial salution of equation (3.31) requires that the determinant 
of ê' equals zero. The resulting dispersion relation is quadratic in w' 

The two roots of equation (3.32) are the complex frequencies of the ET 
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and the IR mode. 

From this dispersion relation the complex frequency w' can be deter
mined with the square root formula. Because of the complexity of the 
coefficients calculations need to be done by a computer. In subsection 
3.3 the results of theET mode will be compared with those of the full 
theory. Also a comparison will be made with the results of two diffe
rent approximations of the quadratic dispersion relation (3.32). These 
two approximations and other ones will be discussed in the next sub
section. 

3.2 IR AND ET MODE APPROXIMATIONS 

Having the dispersion relation {3.32) it is possible to discuss the 
IR mode in more detail as was announced in subsection 2.5. From this 
subsectien it is known that the absolute value of the complex frequen
cy for the IR mode has a relatively large value compared to that of the 
ET mode. Hence one can simply isolate the IR mode from the dispersion 

relation (3.32) with the assumption lwiRI >> lwÈTI giving 

81 21 812- 81 22811 - 81 11 822 
w' {3.33) 

81118122 

- The imaginary part of (3.33) can be written as 

w. = 
J 

(3.34) 

where the subscripts 'i' and 'r' refer to the imaginary and the real 
parts, respectively. The second term on the right hand side of (3.34) 
contains the term which is primarily responsible for the heavily 
damped character of the IR mode as discussed in the previous subsection 
2.5. The real part of (3.33) reads 

w' r 
kJcos8 ---- (3.35) 

In the full theory result of subsection 2.5 this -cos8 dependenee of 
w' has already been shown in figure 3.4. So the IR wave convects with 

r 
the electrons. 

To obtain a single root for the ET mode the IR mode has to be removed 
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from the quadratic dispersion relation (3.32). Because the IR mode is 
described by the high frequency limit of this dispersion relation the 

low frequency limit of this relation describes theET mode. 
For the discussion of the different approximations it is convenient to 
rewrite the two equations (3.31) as 

[

w'B1
11 

1 B1 
1 

(3.36) 

'B122 + 

To realize the low frequency limit at least the quadratic term in oJ', 

w1 

11 B1 , has to be removed from the dispersion relation (3.32). 

The so-called instantaneous Saha approximation assumes that Saha equi 
librium holds to first order. 
This assumption is based on the relatively high value of the ionization 
rate coefficient . The high value of this coefficient is also res-
ponsible for the high Iw. I for the IR mode as discussed in the previous 

I 

subsection. Bath interpretations imply 

(3.37) 

Iw' 11 

The dispersion relation (3.32) reduces with this approximation to 

w' (3.38) 
12 

The instantaneous Saha approximation for the electrothermal mode appears 

automatically if the electron continuity equation (2.3) is replaced by 
the Saha relation. Then an infinite ionization rate coefficient is 
assumed. In the literature this assumption is frequently made. 35 •36 •37 •7 

Hougen already found that this assumption is often questionable. 9 In 
particular at relatively low electron temperatures the infinite 
ionization rate assumption does not hold completely. 

If the electron continuity equation (2.3) is replaced by the Saha equa-
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tion one could consider to remave the gtne -term in the electron 
energy equation (2.13). As can be seen from the set of equations (3.36) 
in the linear theory this would imply that lw'B1 21 n:l is negligibly 
small compared to at least one of the absolute values of the other 
terms in the appropriate equation. From the numerical calculations it 
is found that this is always a bad assumption. From the physical point 
of view this means that the energy which is necessary to ionize atoms 
is important in the mechanism of the ET wave mode. 

The electron continuity equation describes the relaxation of the elec
tron number density, whereas the electron energy equation describes 
the relaxation of the mean electron kinetic energy. This electron ener
gy relaxation consists of two contributions. First the relaxation owing 
to the electron number density relaxation, described by the electron 
continuity equation and the electron temperature relaxation. If the 
time scales of the two relaxation processes differ in such a way that 
the relaxation time tor the electron number density is large compared 
to the relaxation time for the electron temperature then the so-called 
temperature relaxation approximation can be fruitfully used to elimi
nate the IR mode trom the dispersion relation {3.32). According to 
equation (3.31) this approximation holcts if the following unequality 
is satisfied 

(3.39) 

With this approximation the dispersion relation (3.32) for the ET mode 
can be wri tten 

(3.40) 

Looking at the second equation of the set of equations (3.36) it is 
seen that if in addition the unequality 

is fulfilled the equation (3.40) can be simplified. In fact this un
equality is the same as the one discussed in conneetion with the in
st.antaneous Saha approximation and it turned out to be a bad assumption. 
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In order to get a more simple expression for the complex frequency 

both relatively realistic approximations will be made. With the assump

tions (3.37) and (3.39) the complex frequency w' can be written as 

w' (3.41) 

and reads in its real and imaginary parts 

n 
3(2 + ~) 

(3.42) 

w. 
! 

-2Bsin28} + 

3 
2 + 

1lcos28 

(2 + -) 

8lnC aR 
-::-:-....",---"- co s28 - ""äTnT - --~- - C 

8 
} l (3.43) 

e 

From equation (3.42) it is immediately seen that conveetien causes the 
w 

phase velocity ~ for the ET mode as the contributions to result 
K 

from the convective terms in the electron energy equation. 

Equation (3.43) shows that the growth rate of the ET mode is basically 

a balance between the disturbances in the Joule heating and in the 

elastic collisional loss. Furthermore it is shown that the electron 
heat conduction and the radiative loss are damping mechanisms. The im

portant role of the energy necessary to ionize the atoms is demonstra-

ted by the fact that wi is of the order The growth rate depends 
i 

on the angle e. If the heat conduction, the radiative loss and the 

dependenee of the partition function z are neglected a simple expres-

sion for w. appears. For this expression it is relatively simple to 
I 

determine the value of e for which the growth rate w. is maximum, viz. 
I 

for which ~A w. = 0. Substitution of this value gives the maximum 
oV I 

growth rate. Setting this maximum growth rate equal to zero yields the 
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critical Hall parameter scr. 46 With a modified Regula Falsi method and 
an iteration process it is possible to calculate s from the campli

er 
cated expressions (3.38), (3.40) and (3.41) and even from the quadratic 
dispersion relation (3.32) by means of a computer. 47 

Besides in the linear instability theory for the ET mode the problem of 
the remaval of the heavily damped IR mode from the electron equations 
is encountered if explicit numerival integration is used to integrate 
the nonlinear equations (2.3), (2.6), (2.13), (2.14) and (3.30). 
Uncles discussed this problem and was the first who proposed the tem
perature relaxation approximation. 48 But in his and other numerical 
experiments the instantaneous Saha approximation is used. 49 •50 •51 •52 

Hara used the temperature relaxation approximation. He carefully chose 
the time steps in his numerical calculations and got reliable results 
with this approximation. 53 •54 

In the next subsectien the results of the numerical calculations for 
the different ET mode approximations will be compared with each other 
and with the full theory results. 

3.3 NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

The calculation of the complex frequencies from the quadratic disper
sion relation (3.32) and its approximations (3.38), (3.40} and (3.41} 
is straight forward. Even the use of complex library procedures is 
not necessary. 
The resul ts wi 11 be presented in fi gures. In each fi gure the curve de
noted by FT represents the full theory results, the ones denoted by 
SFT the simplified full theory results, the two curves denoted by 
ST the simple theory results distinguished in IS, the instantaneous 
Saha approximation and in TR, the temperature relaxation approxima
tion. From the calculations it appeared that it is impossible to dis
tinguish between the results of the instantaneous Saha approximation 
aécording to equation (3.38) and those of the synthesis of the IS and 
the TR approximation, according to equation (3.41). Hence only the IS 
results will be discussed. 

The figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the e-dependence of the real and the 
imqginary part of the complex frequency, respectively. The chosen 
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0 ~----------+-----------~~----------+------------4 
0 

Figure 3.13 

TI 

2 
n 
4 e (rad) 1T 

--FT 
----- SFT 
-·-·-IS 

··· TR 

The real parts of the complex of the 

electrothermal wave Mode according to the f u 11 

- FT -, the simp I i f led fu 11 - SFT and lhe simp Ie 

theory - ST - in the instantaneous Sa ha - IS - and in the 

temperature relaxation - TR - approximations. The plasma 

parameter values are according to set I of tab! 3.1 and 

the wavelength \ = 10-2 m. 

parameters are the same as those used to discuss the different wave 
modes in subsectien 2.5. These parameters correspond with set I from 
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table 3.1 and a wave length À = 10-2 m. The full theory curves corres
pond to the polar plots of figure 3.5 for the ET mode. 
From figure 3.13 it is seen that at e = ~ for all approximations 
w~ • 0. The reason is that the two imaginary contributions to 821 and 

have a cose-dependence. If these imaginary parts are zero then the 
complex frequencies as expressed by the equations (3.38) and (3.40) are 
pure imaginary. It could be numerically confirmed that the roots of 
relation (3.32) are also pure imaginary in the cases considered. 
The IS-curve demonstrates clearly the cose-dependence. When equation 
{3.39} is compared to equation (3.37) it is seen that the term 81 11 822 
introduces a e-dependence in the denominator. This causes the relative
ly strong deviation from the ideal cose-curve for the TR curve in 
figure 3.13. The FT and the SFT curve show the sameeffect somewhat 
more pronounced. 

The curves in figure 3.14 show that there is little difference between 
the full theory wi(el-dependence and the SFT and TR results. The IS 
curve differs more and in such a way that the maximum growth rate and 
the maximum damping rate are larger. So an infinite ionization rate 
coefficient destabilizes the electrothermal instability. 

The growth ra te for the ET mode attains its maximum at e Rl ~n. This 
can be explained as follows. 6 

The souree of the ET instability is the enhanced Joule heating if the 
electron density and temperature are enhanced. Perturbation of the 

J2 
Joule heating term gives 

cr 

cr 1 

2~·~1 J2 
--·-- cr* cr cr 

(3 .44) 

The perturbed y-component of Ohm's law (3.16) can be written 

cr*J + (8* - cr*l8J y x (3.45} 

It has been assumed that E 1 = o. J 1 = o, u 1 = o and B* = o accor-Y x gy 
ding to the assumptions of the simplified full theory. Substitution of 
(3.45) into (3.44) gives 
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Figure 3.14 Growth rates of the electrothermal wave mode. The plasma 

parameter values are according to set I of table 3.1 and 

the wave I À = 1 m. 

In noble gas MHD generator plasmas generally >> 1, so that the last 

term in equation (3.46) is dominant. This term gives the maximum posi

tive contribution to the perturbed Joule heating term at e = ~~. The 

important role of the Hall parameter s is clearly demonstrated. 

At Hall parameters of about 1 and smaller the other term dominates. 

However in that case the wave is damped because the perturbed elastic 
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collisional loss dominates. 
The figures 3.8- 3.11 and 3.15 show the maximum growth rate for the 
ET mode approximations as a function of the wave length À. Each figure 
corresponds to one set of plasma parameters from table 3.1. The curves 
for the three full theory unstable modes have already been discussed 
in subsection 2.6. 
The difference between the results of the simplified full theory and 
the temperature relaxation approximation were so small that no distinc
tion could be made in the curves of the figures 3.8 - 3.11. In all the 
mentioned figures it can be seen that at large wave lengths the simple 
theory curves deviate considerably from the full theory curve. As 
mentioned in subsectien 2.6 the finite magnetic Reynold's number causes 
the decay at large wave lengths for the FT curve. 

At wave lengths smaller than about 10- 1 m the TR curve coincides with 
the FT curve indicating that in this region the temperature relaxation 
approximation is an extremely good approximation. 
With respect to the IS curves two remarks can be made. First that the 
drop due to electron heat conduction occurs at somewhat larger wave 
length than in the TR curve. This can be shown by camparing the two 
expressions for the complex frequency {3.38) and (3.40}. It is then seen 
that in the instantaneous Saha approximation s22 only appears in the 
nominator whereas in the temperature relaxation approximation s22 also 
appears in the denominator. 
The other remark is that in the flat region of the curves the IS curve 
lies always above the TR curve. This reflects the already mentioned 
destabilizing effect of the instantaneous Saha assumption. 
The curves in figure 3.15 show the two mentioned properties toa high 
degree. The low electron temperature involved causes a relatively small 
ionization rate coefficient krS so that the assumption of an infinite 
ionization rate is bad. There is at least one order of magnitude 
difference in the growth rates in the wave length range in which the 
IS~ curve is flat. Only in this figure it is possible to indicate a 
difference between the SFT curve and the TR curve at very large wave 
1 engths. 

As already mentioned in subsection 3.2 it is possible to determine the 
critical Hall parameter scr of the ET mode from the expressions (3.32), 
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(3.38) and (3.40). It is relatively simple to derive the analytical ex

pression ~e w1 forthese three cases. With a modified Regula Falsi pro
cess one can numerically determine the value of 8 for which 

~e u;i = o, i.e. for which the growth rate w1 is maximum if the right 
e region is chosen. 47 Substitution of this value gives the maximum 

growth rate. An approximation of scr is found if for this value the 
value of B is determined with the modified Regula Falsi process for 

which w
1 

o. The approximation of scr can be improved by an iteration 

process. With the sketched procedure scr has been determined as a 

tunetion of the wave length for two sets of plasma parameter values. 

The angle e at which w1 is maximum, e l<w.) , has been determined as 
1 max 

well in the case with the magnetic induction B corresponding tos as er 
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in the case B according to the value in table 3.1. 

The results of the numerical calculations are used to obtain the curves 

of the figures 3.16 and 3.17. As the general conclusions from these 
calculations are the same forthesets I, II, lil and IV of table 3.1 

only the results for the sets I and V will be discussed. From the cal
culations it appeared that no difference could be made between the 

results of the simplified full theory and those obtained with the 
temperature relaxation approximation. 

TT 

\ 
\ 

SFT,TR (B=5T) 
SFT,TR (6=8 ) er 
IS ( B=5T) 
IS (S=a ) 
SFT,TR er 
IS 

10 

Figure 3.16 B and eI< l tor the eleetrothermal mode according to er w. 
t max 

the simplified tul I theory- SFT- and the simple theory 

In the instantaneous Saha - IS - approximation and in the 
temperature relaxation - TR - approximation. The plasma 
parameter values are aeeording to set I of table 3.1. 

In both figures it is shown that the critical Hall parameter Ber in
creases with smaller wave lengths and that at a certain wave length 
B becomes larger than the value of the Hall parameter corresponding er 
to the chosen conditions. This indicates that the growth rate becomes 

negative and the ET mode is damped at smaller wave lengths. 
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Figure 3.17 S and elc ) for the electrothermal mode. Plasma para-er w. 
1 max 

meter va lues according to set V of table 3.1. 

These features are due to the increasing importance of the electron 

heat conduction at decreasing wave lengths as have been discussed pre

viously. In both figures it is shown that these features start to occur 

at larger wave lengths in the case of the IS approximation than in the 

case of the TR approximation. They agree with the conclusions which 

could be drawn from the curves in the figures 3.8 and 3.15. 

It is also shown in the figures 3.16 and 3.17 that the angle 8 at which 

wi is at its maximum depends upon the wave length except for the case 

of the IS approximation at conditions with constant magnetic induction. 
The expression for w. in the IS approximation can be found by multiply-

1 81 21 812 - 81 22811 
ing equation (3.43) with the real, e-independent factor 81 8 21 12 
As shown in table 3.2 at these values of the magnetic induction high 

Hall parameters are involved. Then it is seen that the 8-dependence of 

wi is mainly determined by the term with the factor Ssin28 so that 

I 
. l t 31T d. 8 (w.) 1s c ose o 4 ra 1ans. 

1 max 
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There is no e-dependence in terms which are wave length dependent so 

that el<w) is a constant. 
i max 

In the case that s = s it is seen that at large wavelengths elr l er w. 
1 max 

differs considerably from 3
TI radians because the term with the factor 

Ssin2e is less dominating. At smaller wave lengths s increases as er 
discussed previously so that the term with the factor ssin2e becomes 
more dominating and it is seen that el<w. l approaches the asymptotic 

1 max 
value of ~TI radians. 

In the case of SFT and TR approximations the behaviour of el<w.l 
as a function of the wave length is more complicated. 1 max 
.In figure 3.16 it is shown that for large wave lengths the curves for 
the IS and the TR approximations coincide. At small wave lengths a 
noticable difference exists between the curves corresponding to the 
two different approximations. This is caused by the assumption of a 
finite ionization rate coefficient in the case of the TR approxima
tion. In that case the expression for w' according to equation (3.40) 
contains a complex denominator. The real part of this denominator, 
<B1 11 >1< >1, introduces a contribution to the growth rate w1 which 
influences the e-dependence of w1 considerably at small wave lengths. 
This ~an be understood if one compares the terms <B1 11 >1<s22 >1<B21 >1B12 
and s 12 <B21 >r<B1 21 >1 in the nominator of w1 with each ether. 
The last term contains the term with the factor -2Ssin2e which deter
mines the e-dependence of w1 at large wave lengths. The term 
<s22 >1<s21 >1s 12 contains the factor k2cos2e which attains its maximum 
at e = TI. At very small wave lengths this term gives the largest e
dependent contribution to w1. 

If the ionization rate coefficient is relatively small - and s12 
is proportional to this coefficient - then the dominanee of the factor 
-Ssin2e at large wave lengths is introduced by the term 

(B1 11 >1s 12 <s21 >r<B22 >r insteadof the term s~2 cs21 >r<B1 21 > 1 . The fac-
tor > contains a term with a cos2e-dependence which can not be 

r 
neglected at large wave lengths so that then the maximum of the term 
(B1 11 >1s 12 rs21 >rrs22 >r is achieved at an angle e larger than ~TI· In 
figure 3.17 this feature is clearly demonstrated by the curve for the 
TR.(and SFT) approximation at B = 3T. Because of the low electron 
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temperature involved the ionization rate coefficient is small. 
At small values of S, i.e. S ~ , the discussed feature does not 

exist because the e-dependence of ( 1lr is also determined by the 
cos2e-term. It turns out that also in this case the curves for the IS 
and the TR approximation coincide for large wave lengths and at 

s 
From the calculations it appeared that with the conditions of the sets 
I, II, III and IV of table 3.1 the samegeneral conclusions could be 
drawn as visualized in figure 3.16. Only those according to set V differ 
insome ways as figure 3.17 compared with figure 3.16 shows. These 
differences are due to the relatively low electron temperature in set 
V. At large wave lengths the properties remain constant in the consi 
dered approximations. 

From the previous discussions it is known that with the choice of the 
plasma parameter values according tothesets I, II, III and IV of 
table 3.1 there is in each case a wave length range of interest in 
which the maximum growth rates are nearly equal and constant for the 
results according to the full theory, the simplified full theory and 
the simple theory in the temperature relaxation approximation. In the 
instantaneous Saha approximation the maximum growth rates are also 
nearly constant in these wave length ranges but their values can devi 
ate considerably from those according to the other theories. Except in 
the case of the full theory these constant values are good approxima
tions of the asymptotic values for large wave lengths. This justifies 
the assumption of k ~ 0 in the further discussions of the ET mode, es
pecially in the nonlinear theory which will be discussed in chapter V. 
In the case that the plasma parameters are according to set V of table 
3.1 the IS approximation shows in a large wave length range a constant 
maximum growth rate which approaches the asymptotic value for large 
wave lengths. The full theory and the two other approximations do not 
have a wave length range with a constant maximum growth rate so that · 
the assumption of k ~ 0 will have a very limited meaning in this case. 

In figure 3.18 the growth rates are shown as a function of the angle e 
with the assumption k ~ o. The differences in the results between the 
simplified full theory and the simple theory in the temperature rela
xation approximation appeared to be so small that they could nat be 
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growt1 rates of the electrotherma! wave mode according 

to simp I ified full theory- SFT and he simp! 

theory In the lnstantaneous Saha - IS and in the 

rature rel lor - TR approximation. wave number 

k = C. The olasma values are aceonding to set 

(a), set !f,(b), set lll,(c), set !V,(d), and V, ), of 

tab! 3.1. 

visualized in the figure. Only in the case that the plasma parameter 
values are chosen according to set V of table 3.1 a large differente 
appears in the curves representing the simple theories in the tempera

ture relaxation and in the instantaneous Saha approximation. In the 

ether four cases the differences are relatively small, especially in 
the region where w. is positive. 

I 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The stability of the werking medium in a noble gas MHD generator has 

been studied with the assumption of a homogeneaus steady state. A 
linear plane wave analysis has been carried out, resulting in a sixth 
order dispersion relation. 

It appeared that four roots of this dispersion relation, describing 
the paired magnetoacoustic, the electrothermal and the thermal wave 

modes can become unstable. It has been shown that because of its large 

growth rate the electrothermal - ET -wave mode is the most likely one 
to affect the performance of noble gas MHD generators. 

In order to get a better understanding of the properties of the ET 
mode three relevant approximations of the full theory description have 
been discussed. By assuming the heavy gas parameters and the magnetic 
induction unperturbed the simplified full theory- SFT- description 
has been developed. 

It turned out that from the two approximations of this SFT description 

the temperature relaxation - TR approximation always gives nearly 

the same results as the SFT description. From the instantaneous Saha 
approximation it appeared that especially at low electron temperatunes 
it can give bad agreement with the TR and the SFT descriptions. 
The results according to the SFT and the TR approximations coincide 
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with the full theory results for wave lengths smaller than about 
10- 1 m. 

It has been shown that at small wave lengths when damping effects be
come important the angle between the current density and the propaga
tion direction at which the growth rate of the ET mode is maximum 
shifts from a value near ~TI radians to a value near TI radians. 

Another result is that in the experimentally interesting wave length 
range the properties of the ET mode are constant and equal with those 
obtained with the SFT and TR approximations in the long wave length 
limit. So it is likely that with the SFT and TR approximations with 
wave number k = 0 a basis has been found to develop a nonlinear plane 
wave theory. 

In the next chapter the steady state will be discussed. 
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Chapter IV 

STEADY STATE 

1. I NTP.ODUCTI ON 

In chapter III the linear stability in a noble gas MHD 'generator of 
the steady state of the bulk olasma has been discussed with the hela 

of a plane wave theory. There it has been assumed that the steady 
state is uniform and a table has been given - table 3.1. with five 
sets of plasma parameter values needed to describe the conditions of 
it. No further attention has been oaid to the problem of the determi
nation of this steady state. 
Usually a discussion of the steady state ~recedes the stability ana
lysis. In this work the reverse way is followed because the influence 

of the steady state electron number density on the electrothermal 
instability will also be considered. 

In this chapter in section 2 the relaxation problem will be discussed 

shortly which one encounters in the determination of the steady state 
at the entrance of a noble gas MHD generator. In section 3 the steady 
state conditions as expressed in the five sets of plasma parameter 
values of table 3.1. will be discussed. 

2. RELAXATION AT THE GENERATOR ENTRANCE 

To achieve a considerable induced electra motive force in a noble gas 
MHD generator the high temperature seeded noble gas is accelerated 
through a supersonic nozzle. Figure 4.1. shov·IS schematically the shape 
of such a nozzle. Machnumbers up to 2 are used. The geometry of such. 
a nozzle determines the conditions at the entrance of the channel of 
the MHO generator for given stagnation conditions. The stagnation con

ditions are defined as the conditions which are achieved \~hen the gas 
is brought to rest isentropically. 

With a one-dimensional approximation the entrance heavy gas conditions 
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of a generator have been calculated with a compute~ 1•2 The outlet 
conditions of the nozzle are the entrance conditions of the generator. 
In the nozzle one can solve the heavy gas equations (2.2), (2.5) and 
(2.11) in a good one-dimensional approximation with the neglect of the 
electron interaction terms. Then the heavy gas conditions can be cal
culated quite accurate in each point of the flow. 

-+---- ------ ------- ------ -------------------+-· ~gO 

Figure 4.1 Schematic longitudinal sectien of a supersonic nozzle. 

To determine the generator entrance electron gas conditions in prin
ciple one must solve the electron conservation equations simultane
ously with the heavy gas equations. In fhis case in determining the 
electron gas conditions one can assume the heavy gas velocity, tempe
rature and mass density as known functions. 

Numerical calculations have been performed elsewhere and will not be 
repeated here. 2 Only some remarks will be made here. Bencze was the 
first who calculated the relaxation of the electron number density and 
electron temperature in a nozzle. 3 His results are discussed by 

Mitchner and Kruger. 4 

Wagter has found that the assumption of Bencze that the term 
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~9 .v l1n the energy equation (2.13) can be neglected is not 
always correct for practical nozzle geometries. 2 

It is reasonable to assume that the f.Jlasma is in local thermal equi
librium upstream of the nozzle with a high pressure and a low velocity. 
Then the electron and heavy gas temperatures are equal and the electron 
number density equals the value given by the Saha equation. During the 
transition of the p 1 as ma th rough the nozzl e therm al energy 1vi 11 be 
transformed to directed energy of mean motion and the heavy gas tempe
rature will decrease. Then consequently the elastic collisions cause 
a decrease of the e 1 ectron temperature and hence the p 1 as ma 1·1i 11 re
combine. Also the change in the nozzle cross section and the decrease 
of the heavy gas number density are of importance in the recombination 
process and also contributes toa decrease of the electron density. 
Since the characteristic times which govern the orocesses resulting 
from the expansion of a seeded noble gas plasma through a nozzle are 
different, nonequilibrium conditions will be found at the entrance 

of the MHD generator. To a rough idea of the conditions at the 
entrance of the generator some characteristic times will be considered. 

In the Eindhoven shock tube experiments nozzles are used with lengths 
of about 1 1m. 4 The flow is exoanded from starmation conditions to 
veloeities of about 1000 msec-l so that the characteristic transit time 

of the olasma is about 2x1 
The characteristic time for the recombination of the electron number 
density is defined as = ( l 1. The electron enerqy equation will 

n 
determine the characteristic time for the electron temperature re-
laxation. The elastic collisions are predominantly responsible for 
the electron energy balance. Therefore the characteristic time is 

defined as 

Primarily the stagnation conditions will determine 'n and 't· During the 

transition of the plasma through the nozzle the electron properties 
will change strongly so that the characteristic times , and 'T may 

n 
also change strongly. 
To demonstrate the rigarous effect of relaxation in table 4.1 some 
characteristic times are given with the corresponding heavy gas con
ditions. The parameters labelect with 1 1 are the stagnation conditions 
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and those with '0' are the corresponding parameters evaluaded at the 
outlet of the noizle. In calculating these times it is assumed that 
at the outlet of the nozzle the electron temperature equals the heavy 
gas temperature and that the electron number density is determined bv 

n • 
the Saha equilibrium at this temperature. The seed ratio~ is 5x1o-4. 

n 
The Mach number of the nozzle is 1.6. n 

Stagnation condit i ons Outlet conditions 

T Pgs T 'T T p T gs n go 0 n 

K atm sec sec K atm sec sec 

3500 8 10-7 6x1o-7 2000 1 10-3 10-5 

2000 8 \0-4 2xto-6 1200 1 4.102 6xto-6 

Table 4.1 Characteristic times of the electron number density 

tn - and the electron temperature - TT -. 

Two situations are considered which are reoresentative for the Eindhoven 
shock tube experiments. 5 The first case is. at high stagnation conditions 
and the second case at low stagnation conditions. The nozzle outlet con
ditions in the case of low stagnation conditions are calculated with the 
parameters of chapter II. Because of the electron number density and 
electron temperature involved it is notallowed to do so. At these low 
electron temperatures - <1500 K- and low electron densities - <1o18m-3 -
the assumption of a Maxwellian distribution function for the electrans 
does not hold and the two-body ionizatión and the three-body recombina
tion are no longer the dominant processes. It is beyond the scope of 
this work to correct for this. Elsewhere work is done in this regime. 6 

Compared to the characteristic transit time the electron temperature 
characteristic times are short whereas for the electron number density 
the characteristic times can be long. 
Even in the case of high stagnation conditions it is questionable that 
the electron number density is in Saha equilibrium at the heavy gas 
temperature. It seems that the electron temperature can decrease rapid
ly enough to follow the heavy gas temperature but the electron number 
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density will not be inSaha equilibrium at this temperature. Because 
the plasma is still recombining there will be a nonelastic collisional 

gain in the energy equation which will 
above the heavy gas temperature. 

the electron temperature 

In the case of low stagnation temperature this relaxation effect is 
more pronounced. Already at the entrance of the nozzle T ~'+' Because 

n 
of the large values of 'n it is to be expected that in this case the 
electron nurnber density will differ orders of magnitude from the value 
according to the Saha equilibrium at the heavy gas temperature. 

Wagter has performed numerical calculations in the way as mentioned 
previously. 2 He has also determined experimentally the electron number 
density at the entrance of the generator. Up to the lower limit of the 
radiative detection level he gat relatively good agreement with the 
calculations. The lower limit detection level corresponds toa stagna
tion temperature of about 2500 K. 

The opposite of a recombinational relaxation process is an ionizatio
nal relaxation. 8 This phenomenon occurs in the first upstrearn part 
of a generator. Because of the small characteristic time for the elec
tron ternperature this ternperature wille rapidly increase. The charac
teristic time for the electron nurnber density is relatively large so 
that the electron number density will rernain nearly constant during 
the rapid increase of the electron temperature. vihen the ionization 
starts the increase of the electron temperature will decrease because 
of the nonelastic losses. 

From the previous paragraphs it is clear that for the calculation of 
the ionizational relaxation it is not justified to assume that at the 
entrance of an MHD generator the electron number density will be in 
Saha equilibrium at an electron temperature equal to the heavy gas 
ternperature. Especially at low stagnation conditions this is a bad 
assumption. Vet some authors made this assumption. 7•8 

It is relatively simple to include in the linear plane wave theory 
of the electrothermal wave mode the effect of nonuniform steady state. 

i.e. a recombining or an ionizing plasrna.One can assume a zerothorder 
electron number density gradient and study its effect on the growth 
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rate. Veefkind and t1assee both performed this. 9•10 From their workit 
appears that a recombining plasma has a stahilizing effect on the 
electrothermal instability whereas an ionizing plasma has destabi
lizing effect. 
Shioda et al. however claim that an ionizing plasma stahilizes the 
electrothermal instability. 11 But in an ionizing plasma the electron 
number densities and consequently the growth rates of the electro
thermal instability are 101~. They consider a He-K ~1HD generator in 
which the plasma transit time is very short.so that the instability 
has no time enough to grow to an appreciable amplitude during the 
transition through the generator. 

3. STEAOY STATE CONOITIONS 

In this section the uniform steady state conditions as ex~ressed in 
the sets of plasma parameter values of table 3.1 will be discussed. 
The sets I and II correspond to steady state conditions postulated 
in the literature. 12 They have already been discussed insection 1 
of chapter 111. 

The plasma parameter values according to the sets III and IV are 
basedon measurements with the Eindhoven shock tube facility. 5•13 

In generator experiments it is difficult to define a uniform steady 
state. If the electrode voltage is mainly determined by the induced 
voltage large fluctuations in the electron gas properties occur. 5 

Therefore in these experiments an external power supply has been 
used. To eliminate relaxation effects a pre-ionization system has 
been employed. Figure 4.2 shows the experimental set-up schematically. 
In the cases corresponding to the sets ,III and IV the induced voltage 
is small compared to the total electrode voltage. From other runs it 
is known that in the case that the magnetic induction is zero to some 
extend a homogeneaus discharge exists. This situation is used to de
fine the steady states of the sets III and IV. 

In the experiment corresponding to the parameter values of set III 
the magnet has been switched on at a moment when the plasma was already 
flowing through the channel. Figure 4.3 shows the time-history of the 
recombination radiation signals and the magnetic induction for this run. 
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It is seen that at a value of the magnetic induction of about 0.12 r 
large fluctuations start to occur in the radiation signals. Therefore 
a value of 0.12 T has been chosen for the magnetic induction in set III 
of tab 1 e 3 .1. 

Figure 4.2 Experimental 

power sup::Jiy 

11 eb rekers. ' 

and 2639 are 

...,.. '"I"' 
: battery I 

I 

___J_ I __.___ 

T J 
of the experiments with external 

pre-lonizatior , used by 

Hls measurements at runs 2641 

Hellebrekers states that it is likely that the large fluctuations 
start to occur in the lower current density regions of the rather ho
mogeneous discharge. There the electron temperature is lower than the 
measured 3200 K in the higher current density region. A value of 2400 K 
has been chosen for the electron temperature. The needed heavy gas pa
rameters have been chosen according to the values given in ref. 5. 

The magnetic induction in the experiment corresponding to the parameter 
values of set IV had a value of C.7 T during the testtime of the experi
ment. In an anologous experiment without magnetic field it turned out 
that the electron temperature is about 3200 K. Therefore in set IV 
these values are taken. The values of the heavy gas parameters are the 
same as those of set III. 

The parameter values of set V of table 3.1 describe generator entrance 
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conditions. In the generator experi ments no external power supply has 

been used and therefore the assumption of a uniform steady state is 

questionable. 

It turns out from the generator experiments that there are large fluc

tuations in the noble Qas MHD generator which prohibit the experimental 

determination of the entrance conditions. 5 Therefore a superficial reaso

ning of the given values will be given. 

B 

(T) 

0 . 25 

0 

0 5 t (msec) 10 

Figure 4.3 Time-hi s t ory r.f t wo rad iati on s igna ls and of t he magnetic 

induction in an expe riment, done by He l lebrekers and de
no],,:.; as ru n 2641. 5• 13 

From measurements with the Eindhoven shock tube facility without mag

netic field it is known that at stagnation temperatures of about 2500 K 

electron number densities of about 7x 1o 18m- 3 can be expected at the en-
1 - 3 trance of the channel at a seed ratio of 6x1 0 . Numerical calculations 
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confirm this. 4 The electron temperature will have a value between 
2000 K, the Saha value corresponding to an electron density of 7x1o1 -3 

and the heavy gas temperature of about 1100 K. 

From the discussion in section 2 it is known that when the plasma enters 
the generator a rapid increase of the electron temperature occurs where
as the electron number density does not change. From one-dimensio-

nal calculations it appears that at this stage of the ionization pro
cess the electron temperature 1vill be higher than 2000 K, the value 

. 18 -3 7 correspond1ng to the Saha value at 7x10 IT' • Vet a value of 2000 K 

will be chosen because the linear theory as well as the nonlinear the
ory in this work need a uniform steady state with the electrens in 
Saha equilibrium. 

The discussed steady state conditions according to the five sets of 
table 3.1 will also be used in the next chapter where the nonlinear 
behaviour of the electrothermal instability wil1 be discussed. 
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NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTROTHERMAL INSTABILITY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

From the chapters III and IV it is known that under the usual experi
mental conditions in the homogeneaus steady state of a noble gas MHD 
generator plasma the electrothermal instability can occur. This conclu
sion is based on a linear plane wave theory. The questions arise how 
the amplitude of the instability will develop in time and what will be 
its final state. 
The aim of this chapter is to answer these two questions from the 
theoretical point of view. Only the basic mechanism of the electrother
mal instability will be studied. 

The existing models of nonlinear theories will be shortly discussed 
with a small literature survey. A large survey has been made by 
Zampaglione. 1 Reference 2 gives a short review. 2 

The models are based upon interpretations of experimental results. 
Usually an inhomogeneity model is considered in which a certain struc
ture of the plasma properties is assumed. Then expressions are derived 
for effective conductivity and Hall parameter. In the cases that assump
tions concerning the characteristics of the inhomogeneities are ad hoc 
little information is given about the physical nature of the inhomo
geneities themselves. 
The inhomogeneity models can be roughly devided into two kinds. At 
one kind one assumes quasi-one-dimensional structures in the form of 
parallel flat layers while at the other kind a fully turbulent plasma 
is assumed. 

Rosa has introduced the flat layer model .3 It is usually assumed that 

the parallel layers lie in a plane parallel to the magnetic field. 
Space-averaging the two nontrivial components of Ohm's law results in 
expressions for the effective conductivity and Hall parameter. It appears 
that the inhomogeneous structure causes a reduction of both conductivi
ty and Hall parameter. 
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Besides the plasma parameters and the dimensions of the layers the 
orientation of the layers determines the reduction. 

With a quasi-linear description some authors have determined the plasma 
parameters of the layers as a result from the development of the elec
trothermal instability. 4•5 The orientation of the layers is taken to be 
that corresponding to the maximum growth rate as determined by the 
linear theory. The average inhomogeneous plasma is taken as the unper
turbed state. An expansion to second ord~r in the electron number den
sity is carried out. The condition for marginally stable state results 
in an expression for fluctuations and average values. Velikhov and 
Dykhne have been the first to use a quasi-linear description. 4 

Because of the large growth rates it is to be expected that only very 
small deviations of the equilibrium can bedescribed with the quasi
linear theory. 

Some authors have discussed the stability of a plasma consisting of 
alternating layers, each layer having uniform plasma properties. 6•7 

Based upon experimental results Mitchner and Zampaglione assume the 
current density to be proportional toa~ power of the conductivity.8 

This relation is assumed to hold if no magnetic field is present. It 
turns out that this assumption is crucial and causes the appearance of 
three steady states of the plasma, two of them being locally stable. 
These two stable steady states are interpreted as the two possible 
statesin which the plasma inside a layer can be, i.e. with high or 
low conductivity. 

When the plasma parameters are varied in such a way that the plasma be
comes increasingly more unstable Zampaglione expects that the layer 
structure desintegrates in fully developed turbulence. 1 However the 
question of transition between the two alternatives as a possible 
appearance of the electrothermal instability has been left. Also the 
instability mechanism leading to the aceurenee of fluctuations is 
completely disregarded. 
In the literature one assumes a priori a structure of anisotropies and 
determines the electrical properties of the plasma. Mostly a two-dimen
sional inhamogeneaus structure is assumed in the plane perpendicular 
to the magnetic field. Vedenov and Dykhne assume random distributed 
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one-dimensional structures for the conductivity and derive the reduc

tions in conductivity and Hall parameter. 9 Louis uses the same method 

for the case of two-dimensional isotropie turbulence. 10 Wisnivesky 

uses a more self-consistant description by introducing a random phase 
approximation. 11 Rosa averages the reduction formulas, as obtained 
from the parallel flat layers model, over all angles of ble 

12 orientation of the layers. In the case that the layers of equal vo-

lume have conductivities which alternate between two different values 
Rosa's result with the result obtained by Dykhne with a diffe
rent approach. Dykhne assumes an inhamogeneaus structure which is 

statistically isotropie and which has two different states. Each state 
has a certain conductivity and the volumes occupied by the two states 

are equal. Contrary to the mentioned authors Dykhne and Martinez-Sanchez 
et.al. include also fluctuations in the Hall parameter. 13 •14 In more 

recent work Shamma et.al. introduce an inhomogeneous plasma model con
sisting of parallel elliptical cylinders distributed at random. 15 •16 

Hower and Mitchner extend the existing methods with a method of 

successive approximations and generalized isotropie turbulence assump
tions to arrive at expressions for effective conductivity and Hall 
parameter. 17 They demonstrate that Rosa's result and the results from 

isotropie turbulent models are found as special cases of their general 
approach. 3•4•17 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

From the linear theory in chapter III it is known that the Simplified 

Full Theory- SFT- describes very well the Electrothermal Wave Insta
bility. This suggests that a nonlinear theory can be set up with the 

electron conservation equations (2.~). (2.6), (2.13) and the field 

equations (3.30) and (2.14) with ~~ ~ o. 
It also appeared that in a large wave length range which is of interest 

in experimental situations the growth rates are wave length independent 
and agree with the SFT approximations in the long wave length limit. 
The wave length dependent terms in the linearized electron conservation 
equations are introduced by the terms with spatial derivatives. This 
suggests to omit these terms in the electron conservation equations in 

the set up of a nonlinear theory. This assumption determines in prin

ciple a condition for the characteristic dimens1ons of the inhomoge-
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neities, resulting from the nonlinear theory. 
With this assumptfon the electron and the field equations (2.3), (2.6), 
(2.13), (2.14) and (3.30) are simplified to the following set of basic 
equations 

k ( 
r 

~ ; aS' - _1_ JxB en - -
e 

• 0 

v·~ .. o 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

{5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Corresponding to the assumptions made in section 1 of chapter III the 
problem will be considered to be two dimensional. In that case Ohm's 
law (5.2) can be rewritten into its two components 

J 
(J 

( I SE' l 
; 1 +132 

-
x y 

(5.6a) 

J 
(j 

(E' + 
y y {5.6b) 

The Joule heating term in the electron energy equation (5.5) can be 
rewri tten to 

2 / + J2 
J.E' = x y 

a a 

Now the electron energy equation (5.3) can be brought in the same 
form as the electron continuity equation {5.1) 

D 
Dt 

2 J~ + J~ 
3n"l< { a 

e B 
z;:; 

- l n m k (T -T ) E ~} 
2 e e B e g h mh 

{ 5. 7) 
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With equation (5.1) the factor gtne in the second term on the right 
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hand side of equation (5.8) can be written as a function of the electron 

number density n and the electron temperature . If in actdition it e 
would be possible to express the Joule heating term (5.7) in and 

the two equations (5.1) and (5.8) farm two ordinary differential equations 

D f ( n (5.9) Dt ne e' 

D T g(n (5.10) Dt = e' e 

Because the independent variable t does not appear explicitely in the 
functions on the right hand side the system which is described by the 
equations (5.9) and (5.10) is called autonomous. 18 

To express the Joule heating term (5.7) in and it is sufficient 
to write and JY as a function of n

8 
and T

8
. Because the two equa-

tions (5.6a) and (5.6b) contain four variables, i.e. Jx, JY, ' and 
, two constraints are needed to reach this aim. These constraints 

need to fulfill the field equations (5.4) and (5.5) in order to 
reduce the equations describing the problem to the equations 

(5.9) and (5.10) in a consistent way. In the subsection (3.2) 
this will be discussed. 

3. GLOBAL PHASE PORTRAIT METHOD 

3. 1 I NTRODUCT I ON 

In this subsectien some general remarks will be given on the theory 
of a two-dimensional autonomous system as described by the equations 
(5.9) and (5.10). Because the system is two-dimensional the state 
space farms a phase plane or state plane. In this phase plane, the 
(T

8
, -plane,the development of the system can be described by a phase 

trajectory with the time as parameter. This phase trajectory represents 
the salution of the ordinary differential equations (5.9) and (5.10). 

To insight in the solutions of the equations (5.9) and (5.10) the 
classical global phase portrait methad can be fruitfully applied. 19 •20 

To sketch the phase portrait the so-called isoelines are very useful. 
They give the slope of the phase trajectories because the isoelines 
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are defined as 20 

constant (5.11) 

If a certain value is given to the constant in equation (5.11) then 
for those value pairs (T ,n ) which satisfy the algebraic equation e e 
(5.11) the trajectories have equal slopes. The isocline for which the 
trajectories have horizontal slopes is called horizontal isocline and 
is characterized by f = o. The isocline characterized by g = 0 is 
called vertical isocline. Cases with f + ± ~ or g + ± ~ will be excluded. 

The figures 5.1a and 5.1b show a global phase portrait for arbitrary 
situations. The horizontal and vertical isoelines have been sketched. 
They interseet in points (T ,n l in which bath f 0 and g o. These e e 
so-called singular points are equilibrium points of the system des-
cribed by the equations (5.9) and (5.10). In the case that and 
n remain finite every phase trajectory will end in one of the singu

e 
lar points because as well gt ne 9 o as ~t = o. So the points P, Q 
and R in the figures 5.la and 5.lb are singular points. 

The horizontal and the vertical isocline divide the nel state 
space into a number of regions. In each region the phase trajectories 
have directions in a given quadrant because only when they pass one 
of the two isoelines the ratio : in the equation for the slope (5.11) 
will change sign. The arrows in the two figures indicate the direction 
of the phase trajectories. 

The singular points P in the two figures 5.1a and 5.1b are assumed to 
describe the initial conditions (TeP'neP> of the system, which is then 

Figure 5.1 Global phase portraits of two different two-dimensional 

autonomous systems. Singular points P, Q and R. P is a 

stabie node - a - and a saddle point - b 
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initially perturbed. Then with the help of the vertical and horizontal 
isoclined and the indicated slope in each region a rough idea of the 
phase trajectory can be get. 

From the figure la one can infer that the perturbed system will always 

return to its initial equilibrium situation neP) in P if the 
initial perturbations are sufficient small. Such a stable equilibrium 
point is called a stable node. 

Figure lb shows a global phase portrait which is different around the 
initial equilibrium point P from that of figure la. The sketched tra

jectories indicate that the initial equilibrium situation CTeP'neP) 
in P is not stable. All the trajectories starting in the vicinity of 
the singular point P will end in one of the two singular stable points. 
It is seen that depending on the initial disturbance the system will 
go to an equilibrium situation according to either Q or R. 
Consequently one can see that there exists a curve - the bifurcation 
line - in the phase plane with the property that from the points on it, 
used as an initial state. the system will go back to the unstable 
equilibrium point P. This exceptional case will not be studied here. 
A singularity with a global phase portrait as described is called 
a saddle point. 

The horizontal isocline in the (T
8

,n
8

) plane - defined by f(Te,nel = 0 -
is called Saha curve because its points satisfy Saha equation (3.2). 

Contrary to the vertical isocline it is independent of the two addi
tional constraints needed to express the Joule heating term in n 

e 
and 
In the next subsection a model will be presented which can be inter

preted as a nonlinear plane wave model. At the sametime the model 
suggest the two additional constraints needed to complete the set of 
two ordinary differential equations. 

3.2 NONL!NEAR PLANE WAVE MODEL 

In this chapter it will be assumed that as a consequence of the elec
trothermal instability a one-dimensional inhamogeneaus structure 
appears. It is assumed that diffusion processes can be neglected so 
that the plasma consists of alternating layers each having uniform 
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plasma properties. This layer structure is the same as Rosa introdu-
3 eed. 

Figure 5.2a illustrates the model. The coordinate system is chosen 

with the x-axis normal to the layers. The orientation of the layers 
with respect to the current density is expressed in the angle . The 

magnetic field points in the z-direction. 

J 

~ E 

Figure 5.2a 

Perturbation: 

Figure 5.2b 

Figure 5.2 Model of one-dimensiona~ inhomogeneous plasma structure as 

a result of the ion of an initia! homogeneaus 

steady state P. 
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As a consequence of the integral properties according to the field 
equations (5.4) and (5.5) the following boundary conditions have 
to be satisfied at the interfaces of the layers 21 

E is continuous y 

and J is continuous 
x 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

The assumption of uniform plasma properties in a layer implies that 
E and J are constant within the layers and consequently through the 

y x 
whole plasma. It will be assumed that the two constants of the equa-
tions (5.12) and (5.13) are also constant in time. 

It will be assumed that there exists an initial uniform steady state, 
denoted with P in the <T ,n l phase plane. As is known from section 1 e e 
of chapter III a set of five plasma parameter values is needed to 
describe this uniform steady state. Further it will be assumed that an 
arbitrary perturbation takes place with small amplitudes as figure 
5.2b illustrates. Consequently 

(5.14) 

(5.15} 

where the subscript 1 1 denotes the values in the initial steady state p 
P. 
If this disturbance is unstable it will grow until it saturates. 

The remaining field components are obtained from Ohm's law according 
to the equations (5.6a) and (5.6b) 

J = oE' + BJ 
y yP xP 

(5.16} 

E' J+r/ + SE' 
x -o- JxP yP 

(5.17) 

where _E' E - u x B is the electric field in the coordinate frame -g 
moving at the heavy gas velocity. 
It is assumed that the magnetic induction ê and the heavy gas velocity 
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are known constants. In the model considered the field equations 
.4) and (5.5) are automatically satisfied through the equations (5.14) 

and (5.15). If the constants of the equations {5.14) and (5.15) are 
given, the equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) result in two ordinary 
differential equations with and as dependent variables and the 
time t as independent variable. 

For comparison with the linear plane wave theory of the electrothermal 
instability it is useful to express the two field components of the 
equations (5.14} and (5.15) in the two current density components in 
the initial uniform steady state. 
For the model it is essential to know c::~P and . Because they are 
defined as the values of E' and J in the initial uniform steady state y x 
it is sufficient to know two of the four field parameters 1 , E', J y x 
and JY in the equilibrium situation. The other two parameters are not 
constant during the growth of the disturbance. Therefore their values 
at the initial steady state will be expressedas C ') and (JylP. In 
the linear plane wave theory of chapter III the orientation of the 
plane wave is coupled with the steady state current density. So it is 
reasonable to choose JxP and (Jy)P. As in the initial uniform steady 
state the Joule heating and consequently the current density are known 
only the knowledge of the angle between the current density vector and 
the x-axis is sufficient. If in the initial equilibrium state this 
angle is then 

Jx J x? ~ J (5.18) 

and (5.19) 

where J~ is the current density in the uniform equilibrium situation. 
Figure 5.2b illustrates this. 
With this description the orientation of the layer structure is coupled 
with the direction of the current density vector in the initial uni
form steady state the plasma properties of which are labeled with the 
subscript 'p'· With the equations (5.16) and (5.19) it follows that 

J = ~ J sine + (S 
y ûp p p (5.20) 
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Now the equations (5.1), (5.18), (5.20) and (5.8) are a closed set of 
two ordinary differential equations which describe the development in 
time of the plasma parameters n and T of a small initial perturba-e e 
ti on. 

The choice for the set of parameters (EyP' JxPl is transformed to a 
choice for thesetof parameters CJP, epl. The value of JP determines 
according to the equations (3.4) and (3.2) the value of the initial 
equilibrium electron temperature , i.e. TeP' It is convenient to 
chose TeP and then to determine JP according to the equations (3.2) 
and (3.4). So the choice for thesetof parameters (TeP' epl is suffi
cient. 

If one would Fourieranalyse the linearized equations, obtained from 
a small perturbation analysis around Pof the equations (5.1), (5.18), 
(5.20) and (5.8), one would arrive at an expression according to equa
tion (3.32) with the wave number k o. This links directly the des
cribed nonlinear model with the linear plane wave theory of the elec
trothermal instability in the Simplified Full Theory approximation as 
described insection 3 of chapter III. 
From the equations (5.14) and (5.15) it appears that 

(5.21) 

and Jxl = 0 (5.22) 

where the subscript •1' denotes the small perturbation to the steady 
state variable. 

The equations (5.22) and (5.21) are the same as the corresponding 
equations derived with the linear plane wave analysis of chapter III, 
viz. the equation (3.11) and the equation (3.10) in the case of a non 
fluctuating magnetic induction. This gives a direct link between the 
orientation of the linear plane waves and that of the layers in the 
nonlinear model. Both orientations refer to the steady state current 
density. 
In the linear plane wave theory the wave vector is chosen along the 
x-axis which becomes undefined in the case k + o. But the orientation 
of the plane waves remains, as the equations (5.21) and {5.22) still 
hold. 
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Because of the relationship with the linear plane wave model of chap
ter III the proposed nonlinear model will be called nonlinear plane 
wave model. In the next subsection this relationship will be clearly 

demonstrated. 

3. 3 CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN Ll NEAR AND NONL F~E!\R THEO~v 

To discuss the correspondence between the linear and nonlinear plane 
wave theory of the electrothermal instability calculations are perfor
med numerically with the initial equilibrium conditions according to 
set I of table 3.1. These calculations are needed todetermine the 
horizontal and vertical isoelines of the phase portraits. The growth 
rate of the electrothermal instability is shown in figure 5.3. This is 
an enlarged figure of the curve descrihing the simplified full theory 
- SFT result in figure 3.18a. In figure 5.3 the values for ep which 
have been chosen for the calculation are indicated with the letters 
a - h. These values are listed in table 5.1. To determine the verti

cal isocline a modified Regula Falsi method is usect. 22 

ref. a b c d e f 9 h 

'p rad) O,rr 
1T 21:. 1T 

9 2.3378 51! 351! 
6 2 -

36 3 6 

Table 5.1 Chosen values of the initia! angle between the current 
density vector and the x-axl of the non! inear plano wave 
model. 

In the figures 5.4a - 5.4h the horizontal and vertical isoelines are 
presented for the eight chosen values of The behaviour of the 
curves around the equilibrium point P could not be visualized in a 
tigure with the whole electra temperature range of interest. This be

haviour is of crucial importance for the further discussion and there
fore a detail of the region around the point P is given for each case. 
In this discussion when referred to a figure both the large temperature 
range tigure as the correspondent detail are ment. 

Starting from 
2 figure 5.6d - it is 

seen that the singular point R shifts towards the initial equilibrium 

~ 0 - tigure 5.6a up to 

point P whereas the singular point Q shifts away from P. At a certain 
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2x105 

W; 

(sec-1) 

a b c e f g 
0 3n 0 n 

4 e T 

Figure 5.3 Growth rate of the electrothermal instability. The plasma 

parameter values are according to set J of table 3.1 and the 

wave number k 0. The letters indlcate the values of ep 
used for the discussion of the nonlinear plane wave model. 

angle in the range corresponding to (c, d) the singular points Q and R 
will meet and disappear. In the case that ep ~ besides P no singular 
point can be found. 
From the details it is seen that the initial equilibrium points are of 
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according to set I table 3.1. Nonl !naar plane wave model 

with chosen orientatio~ accordlng to the val 

tab Ie 5. 1. 
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the type as discusses in relation to figure 5.la, viz. stable nodes. 
This means that the initial equilibrium situation is stable in the 
sense that no unstable behaviour of the electrothermal plane wave with 
the assumed orientation occurs. This is in agreement with the linear 
plane wave analysis as is shown in figure 5.3. 

In the range ep = I- figure 5.4d - up to ep n - figure 5.4a - the 
figures show that with increasing after the disappearance of the 
two singular points Q and R in the range = (O,I) at a certain value 
two new singular points appear on both sides of P. Now the sinqular 
point R shifts away from P whereas Q shifts towards P with increasing 

At a certain value of ep near rr the singular point Q passes the 
initial equilibrium point P so that at = r. the situation is the 
same as at ep = o. 
The details in the figures 5.4e- 5.4h show that the initial points 
P are saddle points indicating that the initial equilibrium situation 
is unstable against plane waves with the assumed orientation caused 
by the electrothermal instability. Again this agrees with the linear 
plane wave analysis as figure 5.3 shows. 

As discussed in relation to figure 5.lb in an unstable equilibrium. 
characterized as a saddle point, the system will go to the one or the 
other stable sinqularity depending on the initial disturbance. For the 
nonlinear plane wave model this means that the asymptotic conditions 
of the layers will be according to those in the points R and Q. As 
can be seen from the figures depending on relatively high electron 
temperatures and electron densities can be reached in R. 
A further discussion of these asymptotic conditions will be given in 
the next section. 

3. 4 NEUTRAL ST,I\8 I L I TY 

In the case that the linear growth rate is zero the linear plane wave 
analysis fails in answering the question of the nonlinear stability of 
a system. The linear theory can be extended with the inclusion of 
second order terms - aso-called quasi-linear theory - and then the 
problem can be solved. 
For the model described it is also possible to determine the stability 
using the global phase portrait methad of subsection 3.3. This will be 
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demonstrated in this subsection. 

The initial equilibrium conditions will be chosen according to set III 

of table 3.1, except the magnetic induction. Set III is chosen because 

the conditions are net so far from the stable conditions as discussed 

in chapter IV. Three different values of the magnetic induction will 

be considered, viz. 0.1 T, O.C8744 Tand 0.06 T. Figure 5.5 shows the 

growth rates for the three cases as a function of 

a 

8 0.12 T 

---·- 8 0.08744 T 

8 = 0.06 T 

5n 
6~ 

8 (rad) TI 

Figure 5.5 Growth rates of the !ectrothermal wave. The olasma 

meter values a according to set 111 of table 3.1 the 

wave number k 0. 

It is seen that for 0.12 T there exist two values of e for which the 

electrothermal wave is neutrally stable. They are indicated with b and 

c. With the previously mentioned modified Regula Falsi methad these 
values of 8 can be determined numerically. 22 
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With the same method it is easy to determine the value of the magnetic 
induction for which the maximum growth rate is zero as discussed in 
subsectien 3.3 of chapter III. The value of the magnetic induction 
turns out to be 0.0844 T. This is also a neutrally stable situation 
and indicated with d in the figure 5.5. 

With a magnetic induction B = 0.06 T the electrothermal wave is always 
damped. In the figure the e values at which maximum growth rates occur 
in the cases that B = 0.12 Tand 0.06 T are indicated with a and e, 
respectively. Now the stability will be diseussed under the eonditions 
eorresponding to a, b, c, d and e using the phase portrait method. 

Figure 5.6 shows details of the modified phase plane. The horizontal 
isocline - the Saha curve - is transformed into a horizontal line by 
choosing as parameter the normalized electron density 

where neS is the electron number density according to the Saha 
equation eorresponding to the electron temperature indica
ted on the abseissa. 

In figure 5.6a the vertical isoelines - g = 0- are shown with the para
meters aeeording to the two maxima, indieated in figure 5.5 with a and 
e. In figure 5.6b the vertical isoelines are shown for the three neu
trally stable situations, indieated in figure 5.5 with b, c and d. The 
labels a, b, c, d and e in figure 5.6 correspond to the labels in 
figure 5.5. 

From the modified phase plane in figure 5.6b it is seen that in a 
neutrally stable situation the slope of the vertical isocline in the 
initial equilibrium point P is zero, indicating that a linear analysis 
does not give an answer to the problem of stability in this case. 
From figure 5.6a it is seen that in a stable and an unstable situation 
the vertical isoelines interseet the horizontal isocline. It is also 
seen that in the two chosen cases the slope of the vertical isocline 
in the point P is positive if the system is stable and negative if 
the system is unstable. This is not true in general as one can see if 
one considers the same modified phase plane for the equilibrium points 
Q in the unstable case. 
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Figure 5.6 Horî and vertical isocl ines ir: a r1odified phase lane. 

label vertical isocl i nes eerraspond to these 

of tigure 5.5. 

In figur~ 5.7 a detail of the modified phase portrait of each case is 

given. The directions of the trajectories in the different regions 
- determined in the way as discussed in subsection 3.1 - are indicated 

with arrows. 
One can see that certain small but finite disturbances will grow in 
each of the three neutrally stable cases b, c and d. The singular 
point P has bath the character of a stable node as well that of a 

saddle point, a so-called degenerated saddle point. 
In the cases a and e the saddle point and the stable node are easily 
recognized. 
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Figure 5.7 Details of the phase its of figure 5.6. 

4. PHASE TRAJECTDRIES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous section a nonlinear plane wave model has been discussed. 
It could be confirmed that the basic mechanism of the electrothermal 
instability was included so that a nonlinear description of this insta
bility has been found. This description could be brought in the form 
of a set of two ordinary differential equations. 

In discussing this nonlinear plane wave model use has been made of the 
global phase portrait method. It turns out that at unstable initial 
conditions the plane wave grows to a situation with a larger or a lower 
electron temperature and number density than in the initial situation, 
depending upon the initial disturbance. These additional singular 
points can be determined as the intersections of the horizontal and 
the vertical isocline. This is a relatively cumbersome method. 

The formal set of ordinary differential equations (5.9} and (5.10), 
effectuated by the equations (5.1), (5.18), (5.20) and (5.8) can be 
considered as an initial value problem. The initial values of and 
n will be interpreted as the values of the electron temperature and e , 
the electron number density of a perturbation of the steady state. 
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This steady state is represented by the point P in the phase plane. 

For the conditions considered the ordinary differential equations (5.9) 

and (5.10) are strongly nonlinearand have a stiff character. There

fore the numerical salution of this initial value problem in ordinary 
differential equations is relatively complicated. However a Curtiss

Hirschfelder method with Newton iteration and accuracy control give 
good resu1ts .23 

With the numerical method mentioned the plasma state variables T and 
e 

can be determined in time, thus markinga trajectory. 
Different initial values of the set (T

8
, represent layers with 

the same orientation but different initial perturbations. As mentioned 

in subsectien 3.2 with the choice of different values for ep in the 
equation (5.20) different orientations of the layers are represented. 

In the next two subsections the nonlinear growth and the saturation of 
the conditions of the layers will be discussed. 

4.2 NONLH-I;:c:AR GROWTH 

The numerical method mentioned in subsectien 4.1 will be used to study 
the nonlinear growth of the electrothermal instability. The aim is to 
follow the state of the plasma of a disturbance in time. 

As initial equilibrium conditions the parameter values are chosen 

according to set I of table 3.1. Then the orientation of the nonlinear 

plane wave needs to be chosen. As discussed in the subsections 3.2 and 
4.1 the choice of the angle is sufficient. Further the initial values 
of the parameters, representing the initial disturbance, must be spe-

cified. In the case considered on = 0 and = 10K. Here and e 
are the assumed disturbances of the steady state. It turns out 

that these choices result in a growth of the disturbance towards plasma 
properties corresponding to the points P. In figure 5.8 the trajecto

ries for three different 8P-values are shown. The cases 1 and 2 cor
respond toe and f of table 5.1, respectively. From the linear theory 

it is known that the three different ep-values are in the range in 
which the electrothermal wave is unstable, as figure 5.3 shows. Dots 
on the curves mark the time development of the phase state of the 

plasma of a plane wave disturbance. Each dot correspond to the plasma 
state at a certain time t as indicated in figure 5.8. It is assumed 
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Figure 5.8 Phase trajectories and growth rates. Initia! plasma para
meter values according to set I of table 3.1. 

that the initial disturbance occur at t = 0. 

It is seen that depending on the initial value of the angle ep diffe
rent trajectories appear. Gomparing the trajectories 1 and 2 with the 
figures 5.4e and 5.4f it is seen that the trajectories coincide near
by with the corresponding vertical isoclines. This reflects the fact 
that the characteristic time scales of the electron energy equation 
are smaller than those of the electron continuity equation. Aftera 
perturbation of the steady state first the disturbance will grow at 
frozen electron number density till the electron energy equation is 
nearly in equilibrium and then the electron number density will change 
till the electron continuity equation is in equilibrium. 
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It is also seen that the growth differs in the three cases. The most 
surprising is that in case 3 the nonlinear growth is larger than that 
in case 2, while from the linear theory it is known that case 2 has 
the largest growth rate. From the linear theory it is known thi.'.t the 
Joule heating is responsible for the growth of the electrothermal in
stability. In the nonlinear plane wave model the growth of the current 
density can only take place by means of the y-component. From equation 
(5.20} it is seen that in the ep-range (~,nl the second term is the 
largest if is n. With increasing electron temperature this contri-
bution to J becomes dominant as the Hall parameter S decreases with 

y 
increasing Te. This explaines the larger growth at larger ep. 

Figure 5.9 shows the changing of the angle e between the current den

sity and the direction perpendicular to the planes of the layer struc
ture for the cases of figure 5.8 along the trajectories. The rapid 
decrease to a value close to} radians in all cases is remarkable. 
This means that the current density is directed nearly parallel to 
the layers. A large increase of the conductivity along a trajecto-
ry corresponds according to equation (5.20} with a large increase of 
the y-component of the current density. Consequently the angle e ap

proaches ~-

In table 5.2 the values of some characteristic quantities are shown for 
the five cases of table 3.1. 

ref. nr. SP 8l<w. l eR 
1 max 

rad K sec rad 

I 2.3378 5805 1x10-5 1.5785 

!I 2.2559 3~63 3x10-5 
1.6044 

I I I 2.2078 2603 1x1 1 .8451 

! V 2.2884 4694 2x10-4 1. 7810 

V 2.4770 8072 1x1o-4 1.5725 

Table 5.2 Va lues of characteristic quantities of non! inear growth in 

the case of growth towards the points R. 

Parameter values are accordlng to table 3.1. 
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Figure 5.9 Changing of the angle e =~(J, §xl along the phase trajec

tories. Time development coincides with that of figure 5.8. 

As initial values for the angles ep the values according to the maxi
mum linear growth rates are chosen. The electron temperatures TeR and 
the angles eR in the saturation points R are determined. As a measure 
of nonlinear growth the time is chosen needed to reach the electron 
temperature which agree with 90 percent of the difference between the 
electron temperatures in P and R. This time is noted as tR. From the 
calculations it appears that also in the cases II, III, IV and V with 
increasing 8p the time tR decreases. 

If is given a negative value in the order of 10 17 m-3 and óT
6 

is 
chosen arbitrary, but relatively small it turns out that this distur
bance will grow towards the point Q in the CT , n l-phase plane. 

e e 
Values of some characteristic quantities are given in table 5.3. 
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ref.nr. 

11 

lil 

IV 

V 

8lcw.) 
rad 

2.3378 

2.2559 

2. 

.2884 

1 max 

_c; 

2409 10 ~ 3.4471 

2285 2x10 3. 

10 

Table 5.3 Val of haracteristl qua1titl of non! i r growth In 

the case toward the points Q. Parameter 

accordlng tabl 

The time is determined in the same way as the time in the case 

of growth towards the point R. 

It is seen that the times are of the same order of magnitude as the 

times tR. From the numerica calculations it appears that these times 

t
0 

are relatively independent of the choice of the initial angle be

tween current density and the normal to the layers, 

In comparing the timestRand with the transit times of a plasma in 

a MHD generatorit is seen that in most cases the instability has 

time enough to grow. Only in the case corresponding to set III of 

table 3.1 this is doubtful. But one needs to consicter that the defini-

tion of these times is rather arbitrary. Fvr instanee with 
-4 at t 10 already 20% of the difference in and 

reached. Probably this is enough for experimental observation. 

is 

To obtain more insight in the general behaviour of the trajectories 

different values are chosen for and oT in the case that the plas-

ma parameters are according to set I of table 3.1 and e ~ B lcw,lw~·· 

.3378 rad. In figure 5.10 a detail of the CT , l-phase plane' ~A 

of figure 5.4f is given. The horizontal and vertical isoelines are 

shown. Two remarkable features are immediately recognized. It is seen 

that independent of the disturbance the trajectory initially approaches 

at nearly constant electron number density the vertical isocline and 

then very closely follows the vertical isocline. 
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Figure 5.10 Detai I of the (Te, ne)-phase plane in tigure 5.4f. Tra

jectories corresponding to different initia! disturbances. 

Further it is seen that the disturbance will grow to the point R if 
the on of the disturbance is positive and to the point Q if on is nega-e e 
tive. Only at very small perturbations in n and relatively large ones e 
in it appeared to be possible to realize the opposite. So the so-
called line of bifurcation can be considered as a nearly horizontal 
line through P with a very weak negative slope. 
The same holds in the neutrally stable situations, discussed in sub
section 3.4. Because of the modification of the phase portraits the 
line of bifurcation is transformed into a nearly straight line with 
a negative slope. In the cases indicated with b and d in the figures 
5.6 and 5.7 disturbances with on > o and on < o are stable and un-

e e 
stable, respectively. The opposite holds in the case indicated with c. 
It is clearly shown that during the growth of the disturbances no 
Saha equilibrium exists. 
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4.3 SATURATlON 

In the previous subsections already some characteristic asymptotic 

values have been mentioned to which the disturbances of the initial 

uniform steady state grow. In this subsection more aspects will be 

discussed of the saturation phenomena of initial plane layer distur

bances. 

In the figures 5.11- 5.15 the electron temperatures of the 'satura

tion' points R- T - are shown. On the ordinate the correspondent eR 
value of the angle ep of the initial nonlinear plane wave disturbance 

is shown. In the same figures the values for the Hall parameter - SR -

and the critical Hall parameter (S lR are given as a function of the er 
electron temperature T . The figures 5.11- 5.15 correspond to the 

e 
initial steady state conditions according tothesets I, II, III, IV 

and V of table 3.1, respectively. 

TT r-~--------------------------.--------------.10 

eP 
(rad) 

3TT 

T 

TT 

2 
2500 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

' 

' 
I 

I 
' .,.._._ 

' ;--' ' ' I ' 

-----

',, I 
--, --/ ............ 

/' 
_../-

/ 

----·----

5 

3 

2 

6500 

Figure 5.11 Electron temperatures TeR in the 'saturation' pointsRas 

a tunetion of the angle ep, the angle e of the initia! plane 

wave disturbance. Hall parameter Band critica! Hall para

meter Bcr in Ras a tunetion of the electron temperature 

Te. Plasma parameter values in the steady state, P, acear

ding to set I of table 3.1. 
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Figure 5.12 TeR in the 'saturation'. pointsRas a tunetion of ep. SR 

and (Scr)R as a tunetion of Te. Plasma parameter values 

according to set 11 of table 3.1. 
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Figure 5.13 TeR in the 'saturatlon' points R as a tunetion of ap. SR and 

(Scr)R as a tunetion of . Plasma parameter values accor

dlng to set I I I of table 3.1. 
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The value of ep at the intersectien of the TeR-curve and the ordinate 
in each figure is the lowest value of ep in the range <~,nl correspon
ding toa neutrally stable situation. The TeR-curve ends in each figure 
at a ep-value corresponding to the other neutrally stable situation. 

All the figures show clearly the increase of the electron temperature 
in the 'saturation' points R with increasing ep. It is seen that at 
values of ep near the value corresponding to the neutrally stable si
tuation with the largest ep-value the rate of this increase decreases 
or even changes sign. This is also remarked in the discussion of the 
phase portraits in subsection 3.3 in the case corresponding to an ini
tial steady state according to set I of table 3.1. (See figures 5.4e -
5.4f). The critical Hall parameter is determined in the way as dis
cussed in subsectien 3.3 of chapter III. The simplified full theory 
approximation has been chosen. This is in agreement with the nonlinear 
plane wave theory of this chapter if k is chosen equal to zero. The 
value of B then follows from equation (3.32) with k = o. The critical er 
value of BR is determined fora 'saturation' point R. Consequently 
if BR is larger than (BcrlR the plasma is unstable again. 
It is seen that in all the cases a considerable ep-range exists in 
which SR > (BcrlR. Especially in the cases with the plasma conditions 
according tothesets I, II and III of table 3.1- which arealso re
presented in the figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 - there is a relatively 
large ep-range in which this inequality holds. At the end of this sub

sectien a case will be discussed in more detail in which this inequality 
hol ds. 

In all the cases the ep-range in which SR < <scrlR is large. From the 
figures it is seen that in the cases corresponding tothesets I, IV 
and V of table 3.1 - and represented in the figures 5.11, 5.14 and 
5.15 - <scrlR increases rapidly with increasing electron temperature. 
This is caused by the fact that the greater part of the seed atoms are 
ionized. Therefore in these three cases one can state that R with 
SR < <BcrlR lies in the fully ionized seed region. 
The ep-range with BR < <BcrlR is the largest in the cases with the 
plasma parameters according to the sets IV and V of table 3.1. The 
rapid increase of <B )R with increasing T at relatively low T is er e e 
the cause. 
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In the two cases according to set II and III of table 3.1 does 

not increase rapidly. In the case corresponding to set II of table 

3.1 the seed number density is very high. As discussed in section 3 of 

chapter IV the conditions according to set III of table 3.1 are close 
to the stability limit at a small Hall parameter. 

Because in this ep-range the corresponding nonlinear growth is the 
largesn as appeared from the discussion in the previous subsection it 

is likely that in experimental situations most disturbances will grow 

to this TeR-range. As the sets of parameter values I and V are the 
most likely to occur under realistic MHD generator conditions the dis
turbances in real generators will grow to the fully ionized seed region. 

From subsection 4.2 it is known that the angle between the current 

density vector and the normal to the layers in the 'saturation' points 

R is always close to ~ and nearly independent of 8 2 . This has been 
shown for the conditions according to set I of table 3.1. From the 

calculation it appears that this also holds in the other cases. 
From table 5.2 it is seen that in the cases with a high initial Hall 
parameter, i.e. those according tothesets I, II and V the angles 

are close to ~ so that the current density is nearby parallel to 
the resulting layer structure. 
In the cases that the initial Hall parameter is relatively small, i.e. 

those according to the sets III and IV the angles are about 
1 ~ radian so that also in these cases the current density can be con
sidered almost parallel to the resulting layer structure. 

At a high initial Hall parameter and a sufficiently high electron tem-

perature eR - so that Bp and - equation (5.20) can be 
OR 

approximated by ~yR R>- ~- Then from the definition of 

and equation (5.18} it can be concluded that 

With the mentioned assumptions it is seen that 
independent of 

OR 
""' are tan ( -

ûp 

""'~ radian and 

In figure 5.16 the electron temperatures of the 'saturation' points 

Q are shown in the case that the initial steady state is chosen acear
ding to set I of table 3.1. It is seen that with increasing ep there is 
a decreasing in agreement with the discussion of the phase por-

traits in subsection 3.3. 
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From table 5.3 it is seen that the angle eQ is rather large. Compared 

to the values for ep in table 5.2 there is a difference of about ~~ 
radian in the case corresponding to set III of table 3.1 and of about 
\~n radlan in the case corresponding to set I of table 3.1. This is in 
this simple layer model in agreement with numerical experiments where 

eddy currents are observed. 24 

n r---------------------------------------------~ 

(rad) 

3n 
q 

n 

2L_~========~----------~ 
2100 Te(K) 2300 2500 

Figure 5.16 Electron temperature T
8

Q(K) in the 'saturatlon' point Q 

as a function of the angle ep, the angle 6 of the initia! 
plane wave disturbance. Plasma parameter values in the 
steady state, P, according to set I of table 3.1. 

If the initial disturbance is in such a way that it will grow toa 

'saturation' situation R with SR > <scrlR then the problem arises that 
the olasma in the layer is unstable again. In the case that the con
ditions in the steady state P are chosen according to set I of table 

3.1 and ep = ~~n radfan it appears that a disturbance with a positive 
o grows to a situation with T R 3997 K. From figures 5.11 it is ne e 
seen that the conditions in R are such that SR > <scrlR. If one makes 
the same assumptions as before and choose the conditions in R as a new 
steady state P' then the same procedure can be followed as previous done. 
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The 'saturation' points are indicated with Q' and R'. From the figures 

5.11 and 5.17 it is seen that now the -range in which , >( lR' 

is very small. From the calculations it appears that is about 

1. x 1 sec and that 1 is depending on the initial value of 

in the range of radlan. So when the boundaries of the existing 
layer are not so restrictive a new layer structure can develop inside 

a layer. The relatively high nonlinear growth even faveurs this pheno

mena. 

IT ~-------------------------------------------------, 

(rad) 

3rr 
4 

Tl 

2 
40LO_O ________ (_K_) ________ 50~0-0------------------6~000 

Figure 5.17 

pi 

res TeR' in the 'saturation po: 

of t1e angle eP'' the angle 8 of the initi 
dlsturjance inslde a layer. Plasma parameter 

the steady state P' according to set I of bi 

.1, whlch eq:Jals -eR :t ep ~ radlan. 

Brederlow et al. suggest that they have seen such a structure intheir 
. t 25 ex pen men s. 

Figure 5.18 illustrates the phenomena. The layers inside the origina

ting layer are denoted with R' and Q', representing the high and low 

conductivity regions. From the vectordiagram it is seen that a rela

tively high value for 881 is chosen corresponding to the fact that at 
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Figure 5.18 Layer structure inside a layer, with high- R' - and low 
- Q' - conductivity regions. Plasma parameter values in 
the originating layer according to set I of table 3.1 and 
TeP' equals if for the development of the origina-

11n ting layer ep = lËi radlan Is chosen. 

this value the nonlinear growth rate is relatively large. The angle 
eR, is of the order ~~n radian so that the orientation of this smaller 
scale layer structure differs from the originating layer. 
It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the problem of the 
boundaries. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The nonlinear plane wave model of the electrothermal instability as 
supposed in this chapter can be used for further investigation. Two 
points will be recommended here. 

Just as in the case of the linear plane wave analysis relevant appro
ximations can be made. The neglect of one or more of the terms con
taining w' of the set of the two equations (3.31) corresponds with the 
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neglect of the appropriate terms with the derivative 0 in tne electron 

continuity equation (5.1) and the electron energy equation (5.8). It 
would be interesting to campare the results with those obtained in this 
chapter. 
In the corresponding case of the instantaneous Saha approximation, e.g., 
it is prescribed that the trajector1es follow Saha's curve, whereas in· 

this chapter it has appeared that the trajectories nearly follow the 
vertical isocline. Deviating results can be expected. 

Assuming that the layer structure has been developed one can consicter 
to space-average the two components of Ohm's law and then for given 
load currents it is possible to determine the total volume occupied 
by the layers with high electron number density and that occupied by 
the low electron number densities. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A summary of existing models of inhomogeneous noble gas MHD generator 

plasmas has been given. 

A one-dimensional plane layer model has been introduced. With the 
boundary conditions, imposed by the field equations and the neglect of 
the terms with the spatial derivatives in the governing electron con
servation equations a system of two ordinary differential equations 
has been found. 

It has been demonstrated with the global phase portrait method that 
this model is essentially a nonlinear plane wave model of the electro
thermal instability. From this methad it has become clear that in an 
unstable situation the plasma will grow to a situation with either a 
high or a low electron number density depending upon the initial dis
turbance. 
In the same way it has been shown that situations which are neutrally 
stable according to the linear plane wave theory are unstable for 
certain finite disturbances. 

The system of the two ordinary differential equations, describing the 
nonlinear plane wave model of the electrothermal instability, has been 
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integrated numerically. The growth of the instability has been deter

mined. The calculations have shown that during the development of the 
instability the plasma is not in Saha equilibrium. 
The nonlinear plane wave analysis has shown that the maximum growth 
occurs at an angle of about n radians between the initial current den
sity vector and the normal to the plane layer, whereas the linear plane 
wave analysis has shown that the maximum growth occurs at an angle of 
about ~n radians between the current density vector and the propaga
tion direction. A positive electron number density disturbance of the 
steady state has turned out to grow to a situation with a high electron 
temperature and a high electron number density and a negative distur
bance to a situation with low values of these electron parameters. 

The calculations have shown that under practical MHD generator condi
tions it is most likely that the saturation of the instability in the 
high electron temperature region occurs where the seed is fully ionized. 
Then the electron number density is quite insensible to electron tem
perature changes. 
The possibility has been shown that if the saturation does not take 
place in the fully ionized seed region a second layer structure can 
develop. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis the theoretical analysis of the stability of the wor

king medium of a seeded noble gas MHD generator deals with two main 

topics. First a linear plane wave analysis has been used to study the 

stability of the bulk plasma in general. Second a nonlinear plane wave 
analysis has been performed for the description of the electrothermal 

instability. This instability has been chosen because it is the most 
likely one to have a considerable effect on the performance of MHD 
generators. Five different sets of plasma parameter values, each des
cribing a homogeneous steady state, have been used in the numerical 

calculations throughout this thesis. The most important results ob

tained in this work will be formulated below. 

It has appeared that the magnetoacoustic, the electrothermal and the 

thermal wave modes can become unstable in the noble gas MHD generator 

bulk plasma. The electrothermal instability has shown to have the 
1 growth rates in all the considered cases so that the electro-

thermal instability is most likely to affect the performance of MHD 
generators. 

It has been shown that in a large wave length range which is of ex

perimental interest the electrothermal instability is very well des
cribed by the electron conservation equations and the field equations. 
A good approximation of this simplified full theory has turned out to 
be the temperature relaxation approximation. It has appeared that the 
instantaneous Saha approximation gives bad agreement with the simpli

fied full theory especially at low electron temperatures. 

At small wave lengths, when damping effects become important, the angle 
between the current density and the propagation direction at which the 

growth rate of the electrothermal instability is maximum shifts from 

a value near ~TI radians toa value near TI radians. 
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In the experimentally interesting wave length range the properties of 
the electrothermal instability are practically wave length independent 
and equal with those obtained from the simplified full theory in the 
long wave length limit. This has given the clue for the development 
of a nonlinear plane wave model of the electrothermal instability. 

It has been confirmed with a simple discussion of characteristic times 
that the relaxational nonequilibrium due to the expansion of the seeded 
gas through a nozzle is of importance in the determination of the MHD 
generator entrance conditions. 

The nonlinear plane wave model introduced in this work describes the 
nonlinear development of the electrothermal instability. With the 
global phase portrait method the correspondence with the linear plane 
wave theory has been shown. 

In an unstable situation the nonlinear plane wave disturbance will 
grow to a layer with either a high or a low electron number density, 
depending upon the initial disturbance. Integration of the governing 
differential equations has shown that generally a positive electron 

. number density disturbance will grow to a situation with a high elec
tron number density and temperature and a negative disturbance to a 
situation with low values of these electron parameters. 
It has been shown that situations which are neutrally stable according 
to the linear plane wave theory are unstable for certain finite dis
turbances. 
During the growth of the plane wave disturbance the plasma is not in 
Saha equilibrium. 

In the case of growth to high electron parameter values it has turned 
out that a kind of mean nonlinear growth rate is maximal if the angle 
between the initial current density vector and the normal to the 
boundary of the plane layer is near TI radians. In the linear plane 
wave theory the growth rate has turned out to be maximal if the angle 
between current density vector and wave vector is about ~TI radians. 
During the growth the angle between the current density vector and the 
normal to the boundary of the layer approaches ~ radians. 
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Under practical MHD generator conditions it is most likely that the 
saturation of the electrothermal instability in the high electron 
temperature range takes place in the region where the seed is fully 
ionized. 
The possibility of the appearance of a secondary layer structure 

oblique to the original one has been shown. 
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Appendix A 

MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The nonzero elements of thematrices , gl and g which are defined 
according to relation (3.19) are listed below. 
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Appendix B 

LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES 

The logarithmic derivatives used to express the matrix elements in ap

pendix A can be expressedas follows below. It is assumed that the seed 
number density is very small compared to the noble gas number density. 

vei (1 - 0,5 ) 
I nA-1.37 

3n m k
8
n -T lv 

e e e g ea 
m C a 
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2) 

These expressions are independent of the choice of the noble gas and the 

alkalimetal constituents. With the supposed approximations of chapter II 
for an argon-cesium plasma the remaining logarithmic derivatives can be 
expressed as 

alnZ 
0 for T .:;; 2000 

e 

81nZ 6.5625 - 2) 0 
-5 for 2000K < < 6500K 

+ 6.5x10-3T lx!0-21 for 1000K < 6000K 
e 

-3 
- 5.94x1 -1. 1x10 (T

8
-1250lfor 1250K < < 8000K 
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Appendix C 

DETERMINANT PRODUCT TERMS 

The determinant of the complex matrix ~' can be expressed in 30 product 
terms. This expression reads as follows 

Det(~' l = 

- Al1AZ5A34AhA53 + Aj1AZ5A34A43A52 - A' A' A' A' A' 13 21 34 42 55 

+ Aj3AZ1A35A,hA54 - Aj3AZ1A35A44AS2 - A' A1 A' A' A' 13 22 31 44 55 

+ AbA2zA34A41A55 - A' A' A' A' A' + 13 22 35 41 54 Aj3A2zA}5A44A51 

-A' A' A' A' A' 13 25 31 42 54 + A' A' A' A' A' 13 25 31 44 52 - A' A' A' A' A' 13 25 34 41 52 

+ AbAz5A34A42A51 + A' A' A' A' A' 14 21 33 42 55 - A' A' A1 A' A' 14 21 35 42 53 

+ Aj4AZ1A35A43AS2 + Aj4AZ2A},A43AS5 - A' A' A1 A' A' 14 22 33 41 55 

+A' A' A' A' A' 14 22 35 41 53 - Aj4AZ2A35A43A51 + Aj4AZ5A31A42A53 

-A' A' A' A' A' 14 25 31 43 52 + A' A' A' A' A' 14 25 33 41 52 - A' A' A' A' A' 14 25 33 42 51 
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Appendix D 

DI SPERSION RELATION COEFFIC IENTS 

The complex coefficients G. of the dispersion relation (3.25) can be 
I 

expressed in product terms, consisting of products of elements of the 
matrices ~2 , ~ 1 and ~· These expressions are listed below. 

G = 
0 

Gl Al11A22A33A44A55 + A11A22A33A44Al55- A 111 A22A34A43'\5 

- A11A22A34A43Al55 + Al11A22A35A43A54 + A11l122A 135A43A54 

+ A11A22A35A43Al54- Al11A22A35A44A53- A11A22Al35A44A53 

- A11A22A35A44Al53 + Al11A25A33A42A54 + A11A25A33A142A54 

+ A11A25A33A42Al54- Al11A25A33A44A52- Al11A25A34A42A53 
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- A11A25A34A142A53 - A11A25A34A42Al53 + Al11A25A34A43A52 

- Al13A22A31A44A55 - A13A22Al31A44A55 - A13A22A31A44Al55 

+ Al13A22A34A41A55 + A13A22A34A41Al55 + A13A22A34A141A55 

- Al13A22A35A41A54 - A13A22Al35A41A54 - A13A22A35Al41A54 

- A13A22A35A41Al54 + Al13A22A35A44A51 + A13A22Al35A44A51 

+ A13A22A35A44A151 - Al13A25A31A42A54 - A13A25A 131A42A54 

- A13A25A31Al42A54 - A13A25A31A42Al54 + Al13A25A31A44A52 

+ A13A25A131A44A52 - Al13A25A34A41A52 - A13A25A34A141A52 

+ Al13A25A34A42A51 + A13A25A34A 142A51 + A13A25A34A42A151 

+ A14A22Al31A43A55 + A14A22A31A43Al55 - A14A22A33A141A55 

- A14A22A33A41Al55 + A14A22Al35A41A53 + A14A22A35Al41A53 

+ A14A22A35A41A 153 - A14A22A135A43A51 - A14A22A35A43A15t 

+ A14A25Al31A42A53 + A14A25A31Al42A53 + A14A25A31A42A153 

- A14A25A131A43A52 + A14A25A33A141A52 - A14A25A33Al42A51 

- A14A25A33A42A15t 

G2 Al11A22A33A44Al55 - Al11A22A34A43Al55 + Al11A22Al35A43A54 

+ Al11A22A35A43Al54 + A11A22Al35A43Al54 - At11A22Al35A44A53 

- Al11A22A35A44Al53 - A11A22Al35A44Al53 + Al11A25A33Al42A54 



+ A111 54 + A11 A251133A I 54 - "'
1

11 42A53 

- A111 53 - All 53 Al 

+ Al - A13A221 - Al13A22A 131A44A55 

- A1 1 1A44Al55 - A13A22Al31A44Al55 + Al13A22A34Al41A55 

+ All 1A 155 + A13A22A34Al41Al55 - Al13A22Al35A41A54 

- All 41A54 - A1 1 1A154 A13A22A135Al41A54 

- Al 1Al54 - A13A22A35A141Al54 + A1 1 35A44A51 

+ A1 1 51 + A13A22Al35A44Al51 Al13A25Al31A42A54 

- A1 1 1A 142A54 - Al13A25'A,31 154 - A13A25Al31Al42A54 

- Al 54 - A13A25A31A1 54 + A 113A25A 1 31 

- A1 1 41 + A1
1 + Al13A25A34A42Al51 

+ Al 42A151 + A14A221 A14'A,221 A.35A42A53 

+ A14A221 + A14A22Al31A43Al55 - A14A22A33AI41AI55 

+ A14A22A1 41A53 + A14A22A 135A41Al53 + A14A22A35Al41A 153 

- Al 51 + A14A25A131A1 + A14A25Al31A42Al53 

+ Al Al 53 - A14A25A33Al 51 

- A111 
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- A13A2ztA34A4zAI55 + Al13A2ztA35A42A54 + A13A2ztA135A42A54 

+ A13A2ztA35AI42A54 + A13A22tA35A42AI54 - Al13A221A35A44A52 

- A13A2ztAI35A44A52 - AI13A22Al31A44Al55 + AI13A22A34Al41Al55 

- AI13A22AI35AI41A54- Al13A22Al35A41Al54- Al13A22A35Al41Al54 

- A13A22Al35Al41Al54 + AI13A22Al35A44Al51 - Al13A25Al31Al42A54 

- Al13A25A31AI42Al54- A13A25AI31Al42Al54- Al13A25A131A42AI54 

+ AI13A25A34Al42Al51 + A14A2ztA33Al42A55 + A14A2ztA33A42At55 

- A14A2ztA135A42A53 - A14A22tA35Al42A53 - A14A2ztA35A42Al53 

+ A14A22tA135A43A52 + A14A22At35Al41Al53 + A14A25Al31AI42AI53 

G4 - At13A2ztA34Al42A55- AI13A2ztA34A42Al55- A13A2ztA34Al42At55 

+ Al13A2ztAI35A42A54 + Al13A2ztA35AI42A54 + Al13A2ztA35A42AI54 

+ A13A2ztA135AI42A54 + A13A2ztA 135A4zAl54 + A13A2ztA35A14zAI54 

- AI13A221A135A44A52- A113A22A135A141A154- A113A25A131A142A154 

+ A14A2ztA33Al42AI55 - A14A2ztA 135AI42A53- A14A2ztAl35A42AI53 

- A14A2ztA35Al42Al53 

G5 - A 113A221 A34 A 142A 155 + A 113A221 A 135A 142A54 + A 113A221 A35A 142A 1 54 

+ A13A221A135A142A154 + A113A221A135A42A154- A14A221A135A142A153 
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Appendix E 

MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The elements of thematrices ê1 and § which are defined according to 

relation (3.31) are listed below. 
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NAWOORD 

Gaarne wil ik bij deze alle mensen bedanken die op de een of andere 

manier hebben bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. 

Een bijzonder woord van dank wil ik richten tot de promotoren 

M.P.H. Weenink en L.H.Th. Rietjens. Zij hebben ieder op eigen wijze 

de begeleiding van dit promotiewerk verzorgd. De discussies met en ad

viezen van B. Veefkind waren van grote waarde en hebben mede de uit

eindelijke resultaten bepaald. 

R. Burgel, H. Wagter en J. van den Beesen hebben in het kader van 

een stage bijdragen geleverd die uiteindelijk tot de synthese van de 

coëfficienten van de zesde orde dispersierelatie en tot de bepaling 

van de wortels van deze relatie hebben geleid. H. Wagter heeft als af

studeerder het verschijnsel van ionisatie niet-evenwicht in een nozzle 

uitputtend onderzocht. 

Veel dank ben ik M. Rutten verschuldigd voor zijn adviezen over de 

lay-out en het drukwerk van dit proefschrift. Hij verzorgde ook het 

tekenwerk van hoofdstuk III, terwijl H. Koolmees dit voor de hoofdstuk

ken IV en V deed. I. Lössbroek-Crielaers heeft op een geweldige manier 

het type- en correctiewerk verzorgd. 

Verder waren de plezierige samenwerking en sfeer binnen de vakgroep 

Directe Energie Omzetting en in het bijzonder binnen haar Schokbuis

groep een stimulans bij het onderzoek. De contacten binnen de FOM 

werkgroep TN VII heb ik als bijzonder prettig ervaren. 

Dit onderzoek werd verricht in het kader van het associatiecontract van 

Euratom en de 'Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie' 

- FOM - met financiële steun van de 'Nederlandse Organisatie voor 

Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek - ZWO - en Euratom. Het onderzoek 

heeft plaatsgevonden binnen de FOM-werkgroep TN VII en vormde tevens 

een onderdeel van het onderzoekprogramma van de vakgroep Directe 

Energie Omzetting van de Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven. 
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12 mei 1947 

1963 

1967 

aug.-dec. 1967 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

Geboren te Borculo 

Diploma MULO-B 

Hogere Technische School te Enschede 
Diploma Elektrotechniek 

Technisch assistent kwaliteitslaboratorium 
van de ELCOMA-groep, N.V. Philips, Eindhoven 

dec. '67-sept. '70 Militaire dienstplicht/Ziekteverlof 

1970 Diploma Staatsexamen HBS-B 

1976 Doctoraal examen Electratechniek {met lof) 
Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven 
Vakgroep Theoretische Electratechniek 
Onderwerp: Laagfrekwente golfverschijnselen in 
een roterende plasmakolom 

aug. '76-jan.'77 Wetenschappelijk assistent vakgroep Theoretische 
Electrotechniek, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven 

jan. '77-okt. '81 Wetenschappelijk medewerker Stichting FOM- werk
groep TN VII -, gedetacheerd vakgroep Directe 
Energie Omzetting, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven 
Onderzoek: Instabiliteiten in het werkzame medium 
van edelgas MHD generatoren 

april 1982 - heden Ingenieur-'Specialist' bij Holec Machines en 
Systemen, Heemaf B.V. te Hengelo {0.) 
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1. De maximale aangroeisnelheid van een elektrothermische vlakke golf
verstoring treedt volgens de lineaire theorie niet noodzakelijker
wijs op bij een hoek van ongeveer 135° tussen de stroomdichtheids
vector en de golfvector. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 111 

2. Indien de aangroei van een elektrothermische vlakke golfverstoring 
plaatsvindt bij een hoek tussen de stroomdichtheidsvector en de 
golfvector waarbij volgens de lineaire theorie de aangroeisnelheid 
maximaal is, zal gedurende de aangroei deze hoek snel veranderen 
in de richting van 90°. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V 

3. Een elektrothermische vlakke golfverstoring groeit na een zekere 
aangroei sneller aan bij een andere waarde van de initiële hoek 
tussen de stroomdichtheidsvector en de golfvector dan bij de waar
de waarbij volgens de lineaire theorie de aangroeisnelheid maxi
maal is. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V 

4. De aanname dat het plasma een edelgas MHD generatorkanaal binnen
treedt met de elektronendichtheid in Saha-evenwicht bij een elek
tronentemperatuur gelijk aan de gastemperatuur is niet realistisch. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk IV 

5. De bewering van Shioda c.s. dat in een ioniserend plasma de ioni
satieprocessen stabiliserend werken op de elektrothermische insta
biliteit, is onjuist. 

Shloda, S., et al., Proc. of the 12th Symp. on 

Asp. of MHD, Argonne, p. 1.7.1., 1972. 

6. Een voldoende voorwaarde voor stabiliteit tegen azimutaal afhanke
lijke verstoringen van een roterende plasmakolom met de volgende 
eigenschappen 
- volledig geïoniseerd en botsingsloos plasma 
- cirkelcilindrische geometrie 
- geldigheid van de eindige cyclotron - FLR - ordening 
- negatieve radiale ionendichtheidsgradiënt 
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negatieve ft rotatie 

is dat de diamagnetische drift rotatie groter is dan de absolute 

waarde van de ExB-drift rotatie. 

7. Uitdrukkingen voor benaderingen van de dempingscoëfficiënt voor de 
TE 10-modus in rechthoekige, uniform cilindrische golfpijpen met 

dissipatieve wanden kunnen op verschillende manieren verkregen wor

den. Uit het impulstheorema wordt met behulp van impedantierand
voorwaarden slechts dan een uitdrukking verkregen die identiek is 
aan de uitdrukking verkregen uit het vermogenstheorema van Poynting 

en uit de verstoringstheorie, als aangenomen wordt dat de voort
plantingsrichting van de doorgelaten golf in het geleidende medium 
van de wand een kleine hoek maakt met de normaal op de wand. 

8. Door de Dirac-functie als een soort Kronecker-symbool te beschouwen 

is het in sommige gevallen mogelijk een zinvolle oplossing te 
creëren van problemen waarin de Fourier-Stieltjes transformatie 

een belangrijke rol speelt. 

9. Ter beperking van de 'vervuiling' van de Nederlandse taal door de 
invloed van programmeertalen dient in het informatica-onderwijs 

grote aandacht aan het Nederlands besteed te worden. 

10. Aangezien het woord Holland niet voorkomt in de Grondwet van de 

Staat der Nederlanden dient de Nederlandse overheid het gebruik 
van deze benaming of afgeleiden hiervan voor Nederland in het 
buitenland aktief te bestrijden. 

11. De originaliteit en kwaliteit van de stellingen, toegevoegd aan 
een academisch proefschrift zouden aanzienlijk toenemen indien 
deze tegelijkertijd met het verzoek om toelating tot de promotie 
ingediend zouden moeten worden bij het College van Dekanen. 

12. Het proces tegen de muiters van de Zeven Provinciën dient als 

een politiek proces aangemerkt te worden. 

Boshart, M., De muiterij op de Zeven Provinciën, 

Bert Bakker, Amsterdam, 1978. 
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